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Campus Center to become a reality 
by Kt vin Porbr 
Editor-In-Chief 
The Tru"ecs are fully commiued to 
the con)trucuon of a Campu~ Center at 
WPI. In a recent interview Dean of 
Student Life. Janet Richardson. stated 
l>imply. "the search for the third tower 
is over:· Progress will be quick. as she 
has been charged by Pre:.ident Strauss 
to deliver an official repon 10 the 
Trustees on an overall program for the 
Campus Center uttheir February meet-
ing. Richard:.on said " it's [the Cam-
pus Center proposal) never been at this 
point and there's never been the com-
mitment to raise money for the 
project.'' Approxtmatcly $1.3 million 
dollars has already been contributed 
l>olely to thi!> project by an anonymous 
donor. 
Several of student!>· original con-
cerns. especially anxtety over the lo-
cation oft he building. have been elimi-
nated. Richardson s~ud that "Riley 
(Hall] is not going to be p..1n of the 
campus center ... there wtll be new con-
!>lruction.'' "The whole nouon of a 
This time it will be built 
connector between Riley (Hall] and 
Damels [Hall) has been abandoned." 
Richardson added. 
The Trustees approach to this proJCCI 
indicates theircommiual. Richardson 
indicated that The Trustee<, Phyl>ical 
Facilities Committee has only two 
things on its agenda, the Mechanical 
Engineering building and the Campus 
Center building. Richardson stated 
the Trustees are also committed to the 
"form following the function" in de-
signing and erecting the Campus Cen-
ter building. They have not designed 
a building or even picked a final loca-
tion for its construction. Instead, the 
Trustees are seeking an overall ·•pro-
gram" for the Campus Center project 
before designing the building 
and picking a site. ' 
and Associates collected and devel-
oped several new models. Richardson 
said the Committee wanted someone 
to develop a propo~al wtthoutthe idea 
of a CGW~ec tor already in their head. 
Ono of their proposals is to put a 
building on the .,d of th• ... ower-
lookiolthe foo6ajl fie I._ llavlns, 1111 
~bllicy of C:OIJlecting this _. b_._. ~nand Rih:tllllls. 
Blllll i~l}a soa allrtssed that ..... was 
n9t ltle ,.,il ~pal and that'"af1 of it 
caa ~_,~ ~ed. m,... and 
d · jj' ~11e •munity ides 
the-& p9po~ 4o not fit their 
needs. 
Janet Richardson's committee. 
wh1ch ha!> yet to be formed. will try to 
answering the question "what do stu-
dents and faculty need building to do 
for us?" Her goals are to collect ideas 
during A term by committee mcetmgs 
with various community groups. Dur-
ing B term she will combtne those 
ideas into a rough programming plan 
andre-interview the community to get 
their reactions. Sections that do not 
seem to fit the "vision" of the campus 
will be rewritten. Finally, during C 
term. the committee will develop a 
progmm and submit it to the Trustees. 
She stressed that this committee would 
not be designing the Campus Center 
but would instead construct a "pro-
gram" for the building. 
Janet Richard<~on and Chris 
Jachimowicz. Assistant 
Dean for Student Activities. 
The Trustees Physical Fa-
cililiel> Committee hired an-
I"' """'" '"' lh• lhud 1<1111 It' IIIII. hope this committee repre-
sents the entire community. 
They are seeking thinkers. other architectural firm to take 
a fresh look at the issue. Perry, 
Dean. Rogers and Panners looked at 
SGA 's community survey (compiled 
lru.t spring). past Campus Center pro-
posals and someofthedata Flan!>burgh 
-/•lit< 1 lit. ftu• ""'II I 1, 1111 of \rut!, 111 It/• 
find a shared vision for the Campus 
Center. Richardson emphasized the 
need for speaking to today's problems 
but, more imponantly.to the future in 
not advocates for spec1fic 
needs. since they will not be asking 
what does ea.ch campus group need. 
Rather. as Jachimowict Mated. they 
will ask. "what do you sec the campus 
cente r doing for the campus?" 
Jachimowicz believes the ans"'er lies 
in creative solutions and hopes the 
community will be able to develop a 
philosophical approach to answering 
this question. He said. thinking back 
to his own college days. that his vision 
of hts college Campus Center was "a 
place where I feel comfortable walk-
ing in any ttme, day or night. [There is I 
information that I need there. no aca-
demic pressure and things to do." He 
felt it was "a place to drop fhis] de-
fenses before hitting the books again." 
Both Richardson and Jachimowicz 
are looking for an overlap of different 
groups' needs as they develop a pro-
gram. They stressed that the procc..<~s 
was very public and they want every-
one to feel a pan of the process. They 
emphasized that no one should feel 
that the Campus Center is a plan tm-
posed down on students. Jachimowicz 
feels that it is time for the community 
to move away from being a "watch-
dog" to a more actively involved role 
in developing a Campus Center which 
will meet the future needs of the WPI 
WPI seeks direction for the 21st century 
by Chris Freemon 
News Edilor 
This year. WPI administrators. 
faculty, and students are being coiled 
on to ma.ke decisions that will have 
an effect on the campus's future. 
Last year saw the fonnation of the 
Blue Ribbon Task Force. This com-
mittee, chaired by Provost Diran 
A pel ian, was formed in order to de-
fine a direction of growth for WPJ 
into the twenty first century . Lost 
year also saw a major campaign for 
a Campus Center. Several plans 
were drawn up, but none have been 
approved. Finally, the parking issue 
was addre!.sed. Controversy erupted 
as the WPI administration decided 
to place a parking lot on Higgins 
Lower Lawn. These three tssues are 
currently undecided; through "such 
concept<; as <;hared governance and 
community con<;en\U\," the admin-
tstratton hope<; to sec these l <;~ues 
resolved. 
Due to poor 'chedullng, an open 
meeting of the Blue Ribbon Ta\k 
Force wa' held on May I 0. I 993. 
after mo't \tudent\ had already left 
for summer break The meeting wa' 
ht:ld ~o that the many pO'>'>Ibili tie' 
for WPI'' future could he pre,ented 
and dio,c.:u~'ed in an open forum. 
According to Pmvo't Apellun. the 
meeting went well with nearly ~00 
faculty. -.taff and student' attem.llng 
He \ luted that ··J framewurJ.. wa' 
achte\ed" that "hrok~n down tnto 
three pam: quality of life. acJdemic 
experience, and lmam .. tal cqu lltb 
rium. 
The qunhty of ltlc tndudc' -.uc.h 
issues as the Campu-. Center and the 
porktng problem of 'WPI \umm11 
tees have been formed to addre.,... 
theo;e mdividuaii '\UC\ and tu dcv"c 
a lto;t of po'"ble 'oluuon' Acc:ord-
tng to Prc\ldent Strau" the C'ampu' 
that Janet Richardson has been as-
signed as the "focal point" between 
the administration and the students. 
It is her job to see what the campus 
needs in the way of the center. Strauss 
stated that he "wanted to see this 
generation of students involved in 
the building of the center." Both the 
President and the Provost were very 
enthusiastic about a donation of ap-
proximately $1.3 million to be put 
toward the project. 
The President stated that the park-
ing issue was also still undecided. 
He suggested some possible options 
would be higher parking fees, stricter 
enforcement, and building more fa-
cilities. Currently, Lhere is a com-
mittee made up of faculty and stu-
dents addressing this campus-wide 
problem. 
Academically. the BRTF recom-
mends that " the WPI of the 2 1st 
century be a technologically based, 
comprehensive university.'' Plans 
are being made to broaden the cur-
riculum to include " interface tech-
nologies" such as technical journal-
ism and environmental law. This 
curriculum will be "nexible'' and it 
will "respond to industry's needs and 
student interests." This new curricu-
lum will also broaden globalization 
plans and allow for programs such as 
international Co-op. 
Financially. these programs will 
be difficult. A program of cost con-
tainment and enhancing net revenue 
must be set up. Ideas for such a 
progra m include criticall y 
reviewing"existing programs with 
respect to quality" and co~t New 
programs that are Implemented by 
the academic planning committees 
must also be reviewed for cost fi rst. 
According to Provost Apelian, engi-
neering is an expensive discipline to 
teach. Newer programs must not 
exceed the costs already incurred 
from the engi neering programs. 
Other options include revising the 
financial aid policy and "downsizing 
the campus." 
President Strauss stated that an 
Open Campus Meeting would be held 
"as soon as pos~ible" in order to 
discuss wi th students the results of 
the May lOth meeting and other re-
lated events that happened over the 
summer. He indicated that the Com-
munity Council was responsible for 
organi1ing the meeting and present-
ing the information to the students. 
Strauss stated that the meeting would 
be held either late in the afternoon or 
more than once during the day. By 
doing so. Strauss hopes most stu-
dents can attend the meeting. 
The President and the Provost want 
to see all of the campus involved in 
these issues. They want "all sectors 
of the Institute [to) adopt proactive 
community mechanisms, including 
all -campus forums.'' Strauss ac-
knowledged that many s tuden ts 
would be leery of this open forum 
because of last year. He summed up 
by saying instead of discussing this 
openness. "we ' II just do it. The 
proof tS in the putting.'' 
Continuing changes in WPI Dining Services 
by Jennifer Kavko 
F eotures Editor 
Many new change-. have taJ..en place 
tn WPI Dmmg Serv1ee' thl' year 
Gompci·, Place, located in Rile) Hall. 
ts now 'ervmg alcohol AI,<>. the 
vending mach me' found around cam 
pu' m the res1dcncc hall\. tn the ltd 
mumtration building\. and m th\! g) Ill'> 
ilrc nO\\ owned hy WPI Dinmg Ser· 
\ice~ (DAKA). In uddttion to thc\C 
change-., DaJ..u i'> continuing w tth 'i>C 
cial.prognlm'> created m the pa-.t lev .. 
)Car,, 
peel\ of thl\ new policy. They are 
rc\pon'>lble for cardtng patrons and 
for not ollowtng any bottles to pa~ 
beyond the counter. Al~o. all beer and 
wmel. wtll be poured into glasse!> be-
fore hcmg ..erved. Emergency alarm" 
on till C\lts mGompci'' function room 
keep tho'e drmJ..ing the alcohol in the 
mom without accc" Ill the res1dence 
hull. The\e rcgulatmns were in,ll-
tuted hy Worc;c,h:r's Alcoholic Bev-
cntgc Commi.....,ion who c:amc toe: heck 
out the building hcforc the alcohol 
wa-. \erved. 
Beer <tnd wine hm.e hcen ildtkd tu 
the menu at Gompc1 ' Plac:c. It h,..., 
been etght } Cill"'> 'mcc alcohol "-il' 
'ened m Gompc1·, Pub room WPI 
Dming Scrvitc' obtamcd a beer and 
wme llcen.,c and the manager'> haH' 
Jttcnded the TIPS progrJm. ;m ulw-
hnl tmining pmgram. The monagel"\ 
and tho'e who work tn Gom1'1\:i\ arc 
trained to he re .. pon'>lblc lor all a-. . 
Some re,earch w;t., done Into the 
type' and pm·e, of the beer and wines 
offered. Mo' t beet"'> arcS I K5 or $2.50 
.utd the wme' <~re S2.50. These pnce~ 
.tre cumpcllll\ c w tth Tweed,. Ralph·.,, 
the Boynton. Jnd the North\\<orl.. '· Beer 
,md wtnc can be purcha-.cd "-llh ca-.h 
m Ciumpc1·, It "too early to deter-
mine the 'll\:CC\\ of th" nc"' service 
Sl't' n PI Food Stniu pa~t· 2 
.'t. RRA 
DAKA now owns a ll 'ending machine on campus. They claim repair 
en ice ""ill be quicker 
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WPI Welcomes Ellen Servetnick 
by Ltxu Chutoransky 
Newspeak Staff 
On Thursday. September 2. Ellen 
Servetnick was welcomed to the WPJ com-
munity at a reception in the Higgins House. 
She has been named WPI's new Assistant 
Dean of Special Programs and Greek Life as 
Nancy Hunter Denney's replacement. 
Servetnick comes to WPI with a bachelor's 
degree from George Washington University 
and a master's degree from Framingham State 
College in public odministnuion. She comes 
here from Bryant College in Smith field. R l , 
where she was the Director of Student Activi-
ties. Just last year. she was awarded the 
Distinguished Service Award from the Asso-
ciation of Fraternity Advisor'!. In past years, 
she has also been Assistant Director of Stu-
dent Activities at the University of Nonh 
Carolina in Wilmington and at Framingham 
State College. 
Servetmck w1ll be o'summg responslbili -
tie!. with Greek L1fe, Orientation. certain 
Jud1cial opponuniues. the D1'!abled Program. 
and several other !.pccial programs. Being a 
Greek herself. she will be working as n liaison 
between the Greek chapters and the WPJ 
community. Her dealings with the Greek 
community will 1nclude involvement with 
Panhellenic, IFC. and individual chapters and 
Fraternities as well. She will be a helpful 
resource to all WPI Greeks to show the multi-
faceted advantages of Greek life to all realms. 
Servetnick will be available for meeting 
all Greek members, for brainstorming. and 
for discussing ideas. Her involvement will be 
one in which the WPI community can gain 
knowledge into success in all realms of WPI 
life, both social and academic. She believes 
that one of the greatest strengths in this expe-
rience and success is the ~ystcm of self-
governance. as seen in the Greek system. 
Orientation coordination is amongst one 
of her other responsibilities. She will be 
choosing the Orientation leaders as well as 
planning Orientation events that will situate 
all new/transfer students upon their arrival at 
WPJ. Her outlook is to meet the dcmandmg 
needs and to increa~e succe~s and motivation 
in the beginning. and contmuation of life nt 
WPJ. 
Servetmck IS looJ..mg forward to her May 
here at WPI. She 1~ alway~ looJ..ing forward 
to looking at. and taJ..mg pan in. the WPI 
community. 
WPI Food Service 
Cnntinu~d from pal(~ I 
but Ed Murphy. manager of Daka. expects the 
outcome to be very positive. 
There are fony-seven vending machines on 
campus. a ll of which are now owned by Daka. 
One reason for this is that the repair service is 
quicker because the machines are owned by a 
company on campus. The machines are new. 
only hnving been there fora wceJ.. and a half but 
already there has been some shaving cream 
vandalism. However. because Daka owns the 
machines. they are fixed immediately. All of 
the machines have the dining office extension 
phone number on them so they can quickly 
alleviate any lost money problems. There are 
special coupons on cenain candy bars and 
pepsi cans for entries in special raffies or 
coupons wonh $1.00 off any food purchases. 
There are two progrums that are being con-
tinued this year - the Student Advisory Board. 
and the Dining Out Club. The Student Advisor 
Board meetings are the perfect opponunity to 
express feelings about the food service. Ed 
Murphy welcome!' all student responses and 
will do his best to correct any unpo!.itive situ-
ation. Hecannotcorrectanything ifhedocsnot 
know so everyone is welcome to attend the two 
monthly meetings. The first meeting is Wednes-
day. September 15 at 12:00 p.m. in Morgan 
Dining Hall. The Dining Out Club is a monthly 
group who eats out at an elegant dinner in 
Higgins House. There1sgoingtobeaHalloween 
dinner so be on the lookout for more infonnation 
on this and the Dining Advisory Board. 
NEWSI"'lAAt PHOTO / J 1£ FEIUlA 
A small reminder that bee.r and wine ls now being served In Gompei's 
Now you can go to the libr ___ ~ 
witliout leavmg your room 
CD-ROM ll!dmolcgy brings vast new 
copabiJJii&f /() IJJe tksilop. ~ is why, soon, 
more and more compulm wf/1 include a CD-ROM 
drivt. Buy one, and you're mUinR 1111 
ltweslmenJ tbaJ will/as/ you well fnkJ ihe future. 
CD-ROM technology puts libraries of infonnation at your finger-
tips, and enables you to work with sound, video and animation. Buy 
the Macintosh CentriS" 610 with CD-ROM drive, and you'll aJso rereive 
l'f~C In a pair of selfjKJUJmd 
/ 
spdmand lbl CIJ..ROMilriv6plays l1lldio 
CDs /()() -10 you Cll1l wort QU¥J)I 
u.-bi/4lislening lo your~ music. 
Wl'll tt'tn beJp )IQU Slarl 
your own CD-ROM library. Buy IJJe 
Macinlosb Cmlrls 610 now, and you'll 
also rtaive. ~CD-ROM gift pad: 
IUJO diJr:s lballndude an eleclronic 
tncyekJpda, a diclkmary, in/eraciWe 
red videos, mu.dc for your audio 
CD player at1d more (wortb 1327'). 
our CD gift pack. VIsit your Apple Campus Reseller today. While you're 
there, ask about financing with the Appte-Computer Loan: And J. 
discover the power of Macintosh~ The power to be your best~ • • 
Contact Greg Shapiro in the College Computer Center 
for more information or call831·5725 
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1993 WPI Fall Composite Athletic Schedule 
FRI. 10 
SAT. II 
MON. 13 
TUES. 14 
WED. 15 
THUR. 16 
SAT. 18 
SUN. 19 
MON. 20 
TUES. 21 
WED. 22 
THUR. 23 
FRI. 24 
SAT. 25 
SUN. 26 
MON. 27 
TUES. 28 
WED. 29 
THUR 30 
FRI. I 
SAT. 2 
SUN. 3 
MON. 4 
TUES. 5 
WED. 6 
THUR. 7 
SAT. 9 
'JION. II 
TUES. 12 
THlJR. 14 
SAT 16 
SUN. 17 
MON. 18 
TUES. 19 
September 
SOC VS. ANNA MARIA 
VBATHAVERFORDINVITATIONAL 
FB VS. URSINUS 
FH VS. ASSUMPTION 
SOC AT UMASS-LOWELL 
wrEN VS. UMASS-DARTMOUTH 
VB AT BRANDIES 
FH AT BRIDGE WATER STATE 
GOLF AT LITTLE FOUR@ CLARK 
WTEN VS. BABSON 
VB AT RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE 
FH VS. AMHERST 
VB VS. COAST GUARD 
WTEN VS. WHEATON 
FBATUNION 
SOC AT WESLEYAN 
MXCAT MITW/RENSSELAER 
WXC AT MIT W /RENSSELAER 
JVFB VS. WORCESTER ACADEMY 
GOLF ATCAC CHAMPIONSHIP W /BABSON 
VB AT UMASS-BOSTON W /WORCESTER STATE 
FH VS. MERRIMACK 
SOCATMJT 
WTENATMIT 
GOLF AT LITTLE FOUR@ SUFFOLK 
VB VS. SMITH 
FH VS BENTLEY 
MXC AT FRAMINGHAM STATE W/BABSON 
WXCATFRAMINGIIAMSTATEW/BABSON 
WTEN VS. REGIS 
FH AT UMASS-DARTMOUTH 
SOC AT COAST GUARD 
VB AT AMHERST W/TUFTS 
JVFB VS. SACRED HEART 
wrEN AT CLARK 
VB AT EASTERN NAZARENE W/CONN. COLL. 
FH VS. TUFTS 
SOC VS. ASSUMPTION 
WTEN AT WORCESTER STATE 
FHATBABSON 
VBVS. WHEATON 
SOCBS. WNEC 
VB VSBABSON 
October 
WTEN VS. SALVA REGINA 
FB VS RENSSELAER 
MXC ATTRI-STATES@ BRYANT 
WXCATTRI-STATES@ BRYANT 
NFBVS. MCI 
GOLF AT LITTLE FOUR@ BRANDIES 
SOCATFITCHBURGSTATE 
WTEN VS. SUFFOLK 
FH ATSMITH 
SOC VS. NICHOLS 
VB VS.MIT 
wrEN AT MOUNT HOLYOKE 
FHATCLARK 
VB VS. WELLESLEY 
FH VS. MOUNT liOL YOKE 
WfENATGORDON 
FB VS. NORWICH 
SOC BS. TRINITY 
MXC HOSTS CITY MEEI' (CLK, ASS, HC. WSC') 
WXC HOSTS CITY MEET (CLK. ASS. IIC, WSC> 
JVFB VS. TUFTS 
FH AT NICHOLS 
SOC VS. BRANDIES 
SOC VS. GORDO!'~ 
FH VS. WHEATON 
MXC VS. COAST GUARD 
FH AT UMASS-LOWELL 
FB VS. MERCHANT MARINE 
VB AT CITY TOURNAMENT@ ASSUMPTION 
WTENATMAIAW 
GOLF AT NEW ENGLANDS@ SEABURY 
GOLF AT NEW ENGLAND$@ SEABURY 
VB AT SIMMONS 
GOLFATNEW ENGLAND$@ SEABURY 
••7:00P.M. 
9:00A.M. 
1:30P.M. 
**7:15P.M. 
3:30P.M. 
4:00P.M. 
.. 7:00P.M. 
4:00P.M. 
I:OOP.M. 
4:00P.M. 
**7:00P.M. 
li:OOA.M. 
II:OOA.M. 
I :OO P.M. 
1:30P.M. 
2:00P.M. 
TBA 
TBA 
1:30 P.M. 
I :OO P.M 
6:00P.M. 
3:30P.M. 
3:30 P.M. 
3:30P.M. 
I :OO P.M 
••7:00 P.M 
**7:15P.M. 
4:00P.M. 
4:00P.M. 
li:OOA.M. 
I:OOP.M. 
I :OOP.M. 
li:OOA.M. 
••7:00 P.M. 
4:00P.M. 
•• 6:00P.M. 
••7:15 P.M. 
**7:00P.M. 
3:30P.M. 
4:00P.M 
**7:00 P.M. 
••7:00 P.M 
9:00A.M. 
lt :OOA.M. 
1:30P.M. 
II:OOA.M. 
II:OOA.M. 
2:00P.M. 
I:OOP.M. 
4:00P.M. 
3:30P.M. 
**7:00P.M. 
**7:00 P.M. 
••7:00 P.M. 
3:30 P.M. 
4:30P.M. 
.. 7:00P.M. 
10:00 P.M. 
II:OOA.M. 
1:30P.M. 
.. 7:00P.M. 
II :JOA.M. 
11:30A.M. 
••7:00 P.M. 
4:00 P.M. 
"*7:1X> P.M 
3:30 P.'JI 
*7:15 P.M. 
11:30A.M. 
I :OO P.M 
••7:30 P.M. 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
••7:00 P.M. 
TBA 
Field Hockey preview 
by Jason Hutt 
Class of 1997 
As this year's WPI Field Hockey team pre· 
pares to take the field, the players hope to play 
their way into the national championship. Se· 
niors Danielle Luongo, Knsti Henrickson, 
Christy Hinkley. Victoria Klan , Kirstin 
D1Pietro, and Amy Knapp hope to take the 
much underTated WPI team all the way 10 
number one. The leam ·s underrated rankmg IS 
a result ortheir Division m schedule; however. 
they have consistently beaten their toughest 
opponenls. 
This year's team hopes to •mprove its pass-
ing game and grass game from last year. They 
need to improve their gr.tss game because most 
of their road games are played on grass. Com-
bined with already oulstanding home play, an 
improved road record would surely propel the 
team to the nat ionals. 
This team hopes to 1m prove fan auendance. 
As a result of the unramiliar rules some fans 
tend to stay away and view the spon as just a 101 
or runnmg around. but the team hopes to show 
that field hockey is a very exciting and enjoy-
able sport. A sport all fan will come to watch 
and enjoy. 
THUR. 21 
FRI. 22 
SAT. 23 
SUN. 24 
MON. 25 
TUES. 26 
WED. 27 
THUR. 28 
FRI. 29 
SAT. 30 
SUN. 31 
MON 'I 
TUES. 2 
TIIUR. 4 
SAT. 6 
SAT. 13 
SOC VS. EASTERN NAZARENE 
VB AT ROGER WILLIAMS 
FH VS. WELLESLEY 
GOLF AT MIT 
WTEN AT NEW ENG LANDS 
FHATMIT 
FB AT WILLIAM PATTERSON 
SOC AT NORWICH 
VBATMAIAW 
WTEN AT NEW ENGLANDS 
WXC HOSTS NEW 8 
MXCATCONSTITUTION ATH.CONF.@ MIT 
JVFB AT DEAN JUCO 
GOLFATPAULJOHNSONTOURNAMENT 
VB AT MOUNT HOLYOKE 
WTEN AT NEW 8 TOURNAMENT 
SOC VS. BABSON 
FHATNEW8 
WTEN AT NEW 8 TOURNAMENT 
VB VS. DANIEL WEBSTER 
MXC VS. CLARK 
WXC VS. CLARK 
SOC AT CLARK 
FB VS. UMASS-LOWELL 
PHATNEW8 
WTEN AT NEW 8 TOURNAMENT 
FH AT NEW 8 
November 
SOC VS. WORCESTER STATE 
VB AT UMASS-DARTMOUTH W !FRAMINGHAM 
VB ATNEW8 
FB AT COAST GUARD 
VB HOSTING NEW 8 CHAMPIONSHIPS 
MXC AT ECAC@ TUFTS 
WXC AT ECAC@ TUFTS 
FB VS. PLYMOUTH STATE 
MXC AT NCAA@ UMASS-DARTMOUTH 
WXC AT NCAA@ UMASS-DARTMOUTll 
3:30P.M. 
**7:00P.M. 
**7:15P.M. 
1:15P.M. 
TBA 
II:OOA.M. 
1:30 P.M. 
2:00P.M. 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
2:00P.M. 
TBA 
••7:00 P.M. 
TBA 
••7:00P.M. 
TBA 
TBA 
I I :OO A.M. 
I I:OOA.M. 
I I:OOA.M. 
I :OOP.M. 
1:30P.M. 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
**7:00 P.M. 
••6:00 P.M. 
TBA 
I :OOP.M. 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
I :OO P.M. 
TBA 
TBA 
KEY: SOC=SOCCER WTEN =WOMEN'S TENNIS 
VB=VOLLEYBALL 
FH = FIELD HOCKEY 
FB =FOOTBALL 
MXC = MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 
WXC =WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 
JVFB = JUNIOR VARSITY FOOTBALL 
NIGHT GAMES NOTED WlTH •• 
PRIME & CHOICE STEAKS 
Filet Mignon -N.Y. Strip- Delmonico - Ribeye 
BARBECUE BABY BACK RIBS 
Tender and Lean -Simply the best. 
HALFPOUNDBURGERS 
Thick, juicy, and made to order. 
TEXAS CHILI, FROSTED M UGS & 
PITCHERS OF BEER 
24 Bottled Beers & 4 others on Tap 
r FANTASTIC APPETIZERS 
Buffalo Wings Nachos Skyrockets 
Mozzarella Sticks 
Texas Chili Onion Rings 
Lunch: Noon- 3pm 
Dinner: 4 - lOpm Sun. - Wed. I 4 - llpm Thu. - Sat. 
Take-out Available 
SALOON OPEN: NOON - lAM 
Come and watch the game on one of our 4 TV's 
A FREE PULL ON OUR SLOT MACHINE WJNS FREE DINNERS! 
400 PARK AVENUE, WORCESTER, MASS. 
WORCESTER'S ONLY FOUR STAR ***"' STEAKHOUSE 
752-3038 
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At Microsoft, we encourage diverse viewpoints. It's how our 
products came to be on shelves in Miami, Melbourne and Moscow. If you 
-have an In •e n Se desire to make a difference- know 
what you've created will appear on millions of screens- talk to us. You ' U 
not only get a chance to work on cool products, you'll be helping to make an 
-I pac• aroundtheworld. 
IIVhat: Full-time Interview Schedules 
IIVhsrs: See your Career Center for details. 
IIVhsn: Monday, November 8, 1993 
® 
Microsoft is an Equal Opportunity Employer and supports workforce diversity. 
Wednesday September 8, 1993 
COMMUNITY UPDATE 
The Lucky One 
I've had a house, 
Rajho, my neighbor, had one too. 
I have a son, 
Rajho, my neighbor, had one too. 
A fine computer I gave my son. 
Rajho, my neighbor, gave his son 
a gun. 
Now Rajho, my neighbor. has two houses. 
And his son 
Has a computer and a gun. 
My son has only me. 
And we are lucky. 
NEWSPEAK 
Holocaust in Europe 
The Bosnian poet Rezak Hukanovic has spent 
six months in a Serb concentration camp. He is 
the author of six books. Recently he wrote Th~ 
T~nth Door of Hell in which he describes the 
tragedy lived by the "non-Serbs" and the honest 
Serbs at the hands of the "Chetniks". 
PageS 
more powerful group, is brutally eliminated. 
The writings about World War I, when innocent 
Armenians were tonured and destroyed in mass 
in the Syrian desen and the images of World 
War II, when innocent Jews were killed, pass 
vividly in front of my eyes. 
Is it impossible to stop all this evil? 
Couldn'taneffectiveembargobrlngtheSerbian 
and Croat fascists to a halt? Shouldn' t the 
United States send more food and medicine 
and even armaments (yes, armaments) to the 
Bosnians. 
by Rezak Hukanovic 
1lle Bosnian land has no oil; this little coun-
try has no military strategic signifteance and no 
great economical value in the eyes of politi-
cians. The leading European powers, the "lu-
minaries of the civilized world" choose to 
ignore the barbaric events that take place in 
their own backyard. We witness the same 
scenario that happened 54 years ago with an-
other small country C:r.echoslovakia. That 
country was then betrayed and sacrificed in 
exchange for peace. We witness again the 
dreadful times of holocaust when a segment of 
our society, considered as undesirable by a 
If you feel a sense of shame for not yet 
standing to be counted. as I do, if you agree 
that the events in Bosnia are n agrant violations 
of the law that honest and just people should 
obey, make your voice heard. Talk with your 
friends and write your opinion to our leaders. 
A Great Look Starts 
with a Great Cut 
Shampoo, 
Conditioner & 
Precision Cut 
With this ad 
(REG. $12) 
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT 
T ech Noir ' 93 filled Gompei's with music, lights, and dancing Saturday Night. 
Expert Teachers 
Permanent Centers 
Total Training 
Call now! 
1-800-KAP-TEST 
by Usa Hastings 
Director of Young Alumni Programs 
The Career Development Center will spon-
sor its first Career Fair as pan of Career Devel-
opment Day. Thursday, September 23, 1993. 
Career Development Day is a day-long pro-
gram for students and alumni focused on build-
ing ca.rcer development and job search skills. 
The Career Fair will take place in Harrington 
Auditorium from 12:00 - 3:30 PM. Represen-
tatives from 25 companies will be on hand to 
speak with students and alumni. Among those 
participating will be: 
Andersen Consulting 
Cambridge Biotechnology Corpordtion 
Coopers & Lybrand 
General Electric 
Time to relax 
WPI's athletic fac ilities will be open 
for recreation during Term A according to 
Lhe following schedule: 
Harrington Gym: Friday,6:30p.m. to 
midnight; Saturday and Sunday noon to 
midnight. 
Alumni Gym: Monday through Thurs-
day, 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.; Friday, 8 am to 
midnight: Saturday and Sunday, noon to 
midnight 
Fitness Center: Monday through Fri-
day, 7 to 9 am. II am to 9 p.m.; Saturday 
and Sunday, noon to 6 p.m. 
Swimming Pool: Monday through Fri-
day. I I :30 am to I p.m. 
Bowling Alley: Friday and Snturday, 5 
p.m. to II p.m. Note: Scheduled events 
have priority over open recreation. 
Something for all 
the Folks 
Saturday, Sept. 18. IS Parent 's Day. The 
annual event. sponsored by the Student Life 
Office, will begin at 9:30 a.m .. after registra-
tion. James E. Groccia, director of the Center 
for Curricular Innovation and Educational 
Development. will give the welcome address. 
Program highlights include academic and 
residence hall receptions. IQP and MQP pre-
sentations. laboratory tours. and a presentation 
by WPI international students. There will also 
be field hockey, tennis and volleyball games, 
and a comedy/magic show. Music will be 
provided by the Women's Chorale, Glee Club, 
Stage Band. Brass Ensemble and Concert Band. 
Parents are also invited to join members of the 
WPI community at a lecture on the impact or 
foreigners on the people and economy of Ger-
many. 
Homecoming is 
Oct. 1-3 
Members of the WPI community are invited 
to join alumni and their guests during Home-
coming 1993 on Oct. I , 2 and 3. 
The M:hedule include~ varsity soccer and 
football. women·., volleyball and tennis. and 
alumni soccer and rugby. Saturday's Quad 
Fe'Jtival w1ll feat ure acuvities for children. 
miniature golf, entertainment by WPJ's mu~i­
cal group., and by the improvl'ational group 
Chain Linl Fence, and a Food Fest. Other 
event'> mclude Goat'" head Pub Revisited, the 
16th annual Frank Sanclla Road Race, the 
tradiuonal rre.,hman-'>ophomorc rope pull, and 
the Homecoming Reception after the football 
gumc. 
"What \ fall m New England without hot 
apple cidea, a tunlenccL sweater and a Home-
coming Football game?". a!>ks Lisa Hastings. 
director of young alumni program!>. " I hope 
membe~ of the campus commumty will mark 
the1rcalendar\ with these dates and plan to JOin 
10 the fun!" 
Tour Time 
lnmumental mtll>ic groups directed by 
Dougl~ Weeh. admamstrator of applied 
music, and by R1chard Falco. director of jau 
srud1es, are plannmg a concert tour in Marcb 
that will include performances in Vienna and 
Prague. Tile e1ght-day tour begans March 3. 
The cost includes hotels. transportation and 
two meal a day. Members of the WPl 
communny who would like to travel witb 
these musicians should call Weeks at ext. 
5696 for more information. 
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GTE 
Government Systems 
IBM Employment Solution:. 
Martin Marietta 
Norton Company 
NYPRO.Inc. 
Otis Elevator 
Prall & Whitney Aarcraft 
Rizzo Associates 
State of New York Dept. of Transportation 
Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation 
T ASC {The Analytic Sciences Corporation) 
The Torrington Company 
The Travelers 
U.S Air Force 
U.S Naval Undersell\ Warfare Center Divi-
sion 
U.S. Marine Corps Oflicer Progr.s.m 
Xerox Corporation 
Detailed information about Career Devel-
opment Day and the Career Fair ancluding a 
registration fom1 will be \Col to every Mudent 
this week. Students who pre-regiMer wall be 
eligible to win prizes valued at $125 tO be 
raffled off during the Career Fa1r. 
Engineering student? Smart. Math or science 
major? Also smart. 
On tests, you probably run 
equations over again to make 
sure they're right. So you're 
working harder. 
You don't have to do that 
anymore. Not when you use 
the 11--68 Advanced Scientific 
or 11--85 Graphics Calculator, 
with their last equation replay 
feature- and many other 
smart functions. 
We've spent years with 
students like you 
COMMUNITY UPDATE 
TKE wins top chapter award 
by Charlie Gillis 
Cltmof95 
Four delegates from the Zeta-Mu Chapter 
of Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity at WPI re-
cently attended their fraternity's 47th Bien-
nial Conclave in San Francisco, California. 
WPI's TKF chapter was presented with it~ 
second Top TKE Chapter Award at Conclave. 
The first was presented during a special cer-
emony at WPI's Higgins House lust year. 
The Top TKE Chapter Award is given to a 
select number of undergraduate chapters each 
year who excel in scholurship, community 
service, and chapter operations. Only 12 
were awarded this year, out of 3 15 chapter~ 
and colonies. The award recognizes and 
celebrates another highly successful year of 
hard work and fu n. 
At the awar~ banquet, TKE was recog-
nized for their annual Special Olympic<; vol-
unteer work. Last April, over 60 brothen. got 
togethertoorganize and run the Special Olym-
pics Spring Basketball Tournament. TKE 
handled almost every detail of the touma-
and educators like your profes--
sors to develop the 11-68 and 
the 11--85. That's why they're 
so highly recommended. 
For engineering students, the 
11-68 solves up to five simul, 
taneous equations, has complex 
number functions and offers 
formula grogramming. 
The 11--85 builds on the 
power of the 11--68 by adding a 
wide range of graphing capabil, 
iries. Math students can handle 
calculus problems more easily. 
And technical students can see 
the functions for a better 
understanding of problems. 
The TI..SS also handles 
ment, from presenting the awards to serving 
lunches for players and families. TKE was 
also recogmzed for their annual Bedsheet 
Volleyball fund raiser in the fall, which rai~ed 
over $1 I 00 for the Special Olympics last 
year. 
Other accomplishments leading to the 
award include strong Alumni involvement. 
and ground breaking New Member Education 
Program. TKE-ZM abandoned the old ways 
of pledging years ago and continues to refine 
its anti-hazing position to reflect the growing 
needs of college men. 
The Top TKE Chapter Award is a great 
honor to receive and mean Zeta-Mu is a 
model for other TKE chapters to follow. 
complex numbers. Matrices. 
Vectors. Lists. Strings. Plus, it 
offers a powerful one-equation 
SOLVER. 
Try a 11-68 or 11--85 at 
your local 11 retailer today. 
And start working smarter. 
Instead of harder. 
~TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 
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COMMUNITY UPDATE 
College Bowl, The Varsity Sport of the Mind '93 
by Stacty Watrous 
Class of '95 
College Bowl. the Varsity Sport of the 
Mind, 1<; bad.! College Bowl 1<> a fa'>t -paced 
que .. tion and an,wer game of general knowl-
edge and qu1ck recall. Created in 1953 as a 
radio program. College Bowl became a 
wealthy teh!VI..,IOn \erie'l in 1959. Since then. 
the National Champion11hip Toumamem hall 
been televised ~everal times. College Bowl 
has provided an arena for the fastest minds on 
college campu~es to demonstrate their great 
ski lls under the fire of intense competilion. 
College Bowl 1s played between two teams 
of four studentli each. The game is played in 
halves, each lasting '\even minutes. A whistle 
starts and ends each half. Points are scored by 
correct answers to questions. There are two 
types of questions: Toss-ups, wonh I 0 points 
each. and bonuses. worth a <;tated number of 
points, from 20-30. Que"ion' cover every 
conceivable subJect from h1Mory. math. sci-
ence. literature. geography. current event-.. 
the art<;, \OCIUI 'iCience<;. 'POrt'\, and popu lar 
culture. Multi-cultural que~tion!> are abo 
featured in each formal. 
Teams con!.ist of four player... with one of 
the players acting as a captain. All campus 
clubs and groups of any f...ind are encouraged 
to send a team to College Bowl to compete 
against their rivuls. Individuals may ~>ign up 
as a member of a four person team, or alone, 
as they will be combined with others to form 
four players. 
Teams will compete in tournaments held 
on Septcmber30, October?. November4. II. 
and 18, and December2 and 9. The time will 
be 7:00p.m. to 9:00p.m. each mght. Only 8 
teams will compete each night with the win-
nen. advancmg to the next round. The tour-
nament champion~ w1ll repre~ent WPI at off-
campus tournaments and the Regional Cham-
pionship Tournament. This io; an open com-
petition for all student'.. graduate and under-
graduate. 
College bowl is an all-campo:. event. It has 
drama and excitement from the cumpu o; tour-
naments through to the National Champion-
ship. It recognize~ intellectual achievement 
and helps students learn the values of group 
participation, gamesmanship, and more. It 
successfully combines entertainment and aca-
demic!> into a popular game. 
Zeta Advisor wins 
award 
r--------------------------, by Dan DiSaMo 
Class of'95 I Official Entry Form I 
I Name(s) Box Phone I I I Zeta Psi advisor. Alan Okun, won the pres-tigious James H. McLaughlin Award two 
weeks ago at the I 46th International Conven-
tion of Zeta Psi in Toronto. This award is 
given to someone who has shown excellent 
service to Zeta Psi. Alan has been Zeta Psi's 
advisor here at WPI for the past three years 
and we hope for many more years of his 
greatly appreciated guidance and service. In 
addition to being our advisor, Alan Okun is 
the president of the regional FCC. the presi-
dent ofOkun Broadcasting Co .. and involved 
with the United Way. 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I I (if four people are signing up. please designate the captain and list an alternate) I 
I Only names listed above will be allowed to compete in tournament play. I 
1 Please return forms by Friday, September 24, to the Student Activities Office. 1 
L--------------------------~ 
The new 
3-D graphing 
grade-making 
easy-learning 
fast-answering 
budget-pleasing 
headache-busting 
HP48G 
Check it out 
The new HP 48G graphic calcula-
tor gives you a whole lot more for 
a whole lot less than you think. 
Get more 
·Push a button, choose from the 
pull~wn menu, and fill in the 
blanl<s. Entering data is that easy. 
·View ~D graphs. 
·Access over 300 built-in equations. 
. Perfonn algebra and calculus 
operations on equatioM before 
entering values. 
· Enter and see equations like they 
appear on paper. 
·Work with different W\its of 
measure. The HP 48G will convert 
them for you. For example, enter 
inches, centimeters, yards, and 
feet, together in one equation -
lt11 convert them. 
Get more ... for less 
· Compare prices- the HP 48G fits 
your budget. 
Spedal introductory offer* 
When you buy an HP 48G or 
HP 48GX, you can get free 
software (plus games!) and a free 
cable for connecting to your 
desktop PC. Write programs for 
the HP 48 using your PC keyboard, 
or store HP 48 files and programs 
on your desktop PC. 
Pick up a coupon at your college 
bookstore. 
FJjpw HEWLETT 
~al PACKARD 
• Offer «00<1 w~ suwties Ia$ on~ 
IIIIIM from August I, 1900 throu8h 
~ 31, 1900. SH coupon for terms 
and condil.lons 
CHtwlett-P&ckard Compatl)'. PG 123068 
Death of Claire 
Batifoulier 
Page7 
Tho e of you who were here in July may 
have heard of the death ofCiajre Batifoulier, an 
exchange Mudent from the University ofMame 
Ia Vallee. Paris. Claire died in a one-car 
accident when returning with other exchange 
"udent!> from a weekend trip. 
At the time of the acc1dent, several WPI 
faculty, adminiMration, spiritual and mental 
health profe:.sionals made themselves avail-
able and reached out to those students who 
I.. new Claire and were grieving her death. The 
grieving process, however, is different for ev-
eryone: some students may still be dealing 
with the loss. while others may have come to 
terms with it. The persons who reached out to 
Claire'~> friends in July are mindful to these 
dtfferences and encourage any student who 
wishes to contact them feel free to do o 
throughout the academic year. 
If you would like to talk to someone about 
Cla1re's death, please feel free to contact the 
Student Life Office (831-5201 ), the Counsel-
ing and Student Development Center (831-
5540), or the Collegiate ReligiousCenter{Prot-
estant Minister, 831-1395: Catholic Chaplain, 
757-6097). 
Dance classes 
offered 
Consortium Dance Class offered at Holy 
Cross. Learn ballroom dancing with stu-
dents from the other colleges. The cost is 
$25 for 10 lessons which begin on Sept. 
13. Call Laura at 792- 1711 for more 
information. 
TERM A '93 
CALCULUS TUTOR 
Michael Min Sbui 
KH 204 Monday through Thursday 
3:30 • 5:30 p.m. 
and 
Lower Wedge 
Sunday 5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. 
Crohn's and Colitis 
Foundation of 
America holds 
Walkathon 
The Crohn 's and Colitis Foundation of 
America has the first Solvay Pharmaceutical 
Pace Seuer Walk, October 10 at Noon at 
Anesani Park, Boston, along the Charles River. 
There will be a two mile loop that walkers can 
circle as often as they like. 
There are many volunteer opportunities as-
sociated with this event in addition to walking, 
recruiting and sponsoring walkers. For addi-
tional information, please call (617)449-0324. 
The Crohn 'sand Colitis Foundation is the only 
nonprofit health organization dedicated to find-
ing a cure for Crohn's disease and ulcerative 
colitis. 
Writing assistance: 
Barbara McCarthy and peer tutors will staff 
the Department of Humanities Writing Resource 
Center located in Salisbury Labs 134. They 
will be available to tutor those WPI students 
requinng writing assistance in their course and 
project work during the following hours in A-
Term: 
Monday: 8-12 noon: 12:30-3:30 pm 
Tuesday: 9-10 am: 12:30-3:30 pm 
Wednesday: I 0- J 2 noon 
Thursday: 8· 10 am: 12:30-2:30 pm 
Friday: 9-10 am: 12:30-2:30 pm 
For more information, call ext 5503. 
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EDITORIAL 
Now the hard part, where do we go from here? 
Now that we have convinced the Trustees to build a 
Campus Center. where do we go from here? It a lmost 
seems as if we have had the rug pulled out from under 
our feet. Unul now our focus was simply to get the WPI 
administration to agree to huild a Campus Center. In 
many ways Lhis was easy. We could ignore the special 
interest groups who wanted this or that specific piece put 
into a Campu\ Center and ins tead focus on getting a 
commitme nt to build one. Now, in what wa a surprise 
move to many. they have agreed with us. Now they arc 
looking LO us for guidance and involvement in the next 
phase us they explore the " program theme" for this new 
project. We can not afford 10 lose o ur momentum us we 
ask: what is our role in this next phase? 
mean!>: "A shared vision il> not an idea. II is. rather. a 
force in people'~ heart a fo rce of impressive power. II 
may be inspired by an idea. but once it goes further- if it 
is com,peling enough tC> acquire the c;uppon of more than 
one ptn.on - then it i'> no longer an abstraction. II is 
palpable. PeopJe begin <.,ee it as if it....._ Few. if 
any, forces in human affairs arc as p..-ftd • .....a 
vision." Peler M. Se D e Fifth Dtr"rline. I 
undoubtedly got Ull where we are today. 
In rctro'>pect. that was the easy pan. Now we muM 
show the admmistration that , not only are we committed 
to the phy ... ical structure, we are also committed to 
creating the theme around which the building w ill be 
designed. 
We muM suppo rt the work of Janet Richardson, Dean 
of Student Life, as 1>he seekl> student input for a "pro-
g ram" design for the new Campus Center (see related 
article on page I). Only our unified support of a program 
that wi ll enhance WPI's future community life will result 
in a building future generations are willing to frequent. 
We have the privilege of doing what no other generation 
of s tudents hal> done, or ever will do. at WPI - design a 
building to l>Uit our needs. Over the next three te rms we 
have the chance to innuence the building process and 
develop a "shared vision" for the design of OUR Campus 
Center. O nly our support, or undo ubtedly o ur lack of 
'>uppon, will be rcnected in what kind of Campus Center 
is buill here. The eed has been planted and all ideas 
are welcome; n o\\ is the time to get involved! 
p. 206). 
Alaloa tWO )Sirs il_, WPI united at an open-campo!> m_,.,to th~ alnl~i,ltration that we _..... a 
Cqmp~ ~riCe lrld ~tllld JIPt take "NO" far • answer. 
Trill mee.~ Pe\l*llih II all in Fuller .....,. to 
o owilla- IJII nts sat at TV screens all 
Our greatest lest at this point is to show that we ~till 
have a sense of community at WPI. Our Campus Center 
1>hould not be built hapha?ardly to suit the needs of the 
few special interest!. who speak the loudest. We must 
develop a \ harcd vision of w hat the Campus Cemer can, 
and will do. for WPI both now and in the future. What 
follows is a unique verl.ion of what a "shared vil>ion" 
o caanj»u$ 10 .... praceedingl>. T bia Jllhering 
pLit lheabfitmcr. ~fl ¢lunpus Center . ..-.e ~tudents 
could Nla. f~ lllfoJ;WDMlica IIIli ge t away from work for 
a wtrite. ifteo ~-roo~~ it ... the idea palpable. The 
support the Campus Center projecLieceived at that 
meeting went a long way towards showing the adminb-
tration that we were commmed to the building and 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
"Reduce Crimes Against Women and Children by Reducing Porn" 
Leuer to the Editor: throughout our criminal justice sy,. 
tern." 
There was an especinlly personal 
and heart-wrenching account of the 
damage done to two families by por-
nography, the account originally ap-
pearing in the Focus on the Family 
magazine. It is too long to recount in 
any great detail here. but basically a 
twelve-year-old boy acted out what 
he saw in pornographic magazines 
on a three-year-old girl who he was 
babysit ting in the girl's home. Both 
the boy's and the little girl ' s families 
went through tremendous pain and 
grief. but thanks to God's mercy. 
much healing and forgivenes~ finally 
took place. 
There is n vast difference between 
the genuine love that God encour-
ages in U!>, and the selfish lust that 
pornography promotes. We can fight 
against pornography and its effech 
in many ways. but here arc a few 
s imple examples: 
I. Do not purcha1oe any ~>uch litera-
ture or call such phone numbers. 
2. If you visi t a store that sells 
pornography. kindly inform the man-
ager or person in charge of the dam-
age it can do, and do not patronize 
the s tore until/unless pornography is 
not sold there any more. 
3. Write letters to tho e who pro-
duce or advocate pornography and 
again let them know of the damage it 
can wreak in people's lives. 
4. Pray for the victims of pornog-
raphy to be healed, and for thOl>C 
invo lved in a pornographic lifestyle 
to have a change of heart. 
Don Farley 
Supervisor of Software Operations CCC 
After reading the front page ar-
ticle of the tV31/93 Newspea~. re-
garding the sexual assaults on two 
females near WPI. I'd like to offer a 
suggestion aimed at reducing that 
kind of behavior. It is along the lines 
of"an ounce of prevention is worth a 
pound of cure." The suggestion is to 
discourage the sales. use. and dis tri-
bution of pornographic materials. 
Pornography is a very destructive 
and immoral form of expre'i'>ion. It 
puts images and thoughts into men's 
(and boy~') mind!> that often lead to 
harmful and even criminal behavior. 
s imilartotho'ie two above-mentioned 
incident!>. The most common vic-
tims of pornography are women and 
children. 
Former Editor responds to recent letters 
As for me. having given my life to 
the Lord Jesus Christ and purposmg 
to follow H i~ teaching'>. 11 'iuflices 
that God'~ Word clearly instructs me 
to "set before my eyes no vi le thmg" 
and 10 " nee from sexual immoral· 
ity". I trust in the Lord that He 
knows what's best for me. Different 
people have different relation~hipl> 
with the Lord. but perhaps I can offer 
some concrete examples of how por-
nography hurts individual-; AND is a 
threat to society. 
One brief tes timony comes from 
Attorney General Jimmy Evans of 
Montgomery. Alabama as reponed 
in The Birmingham News on 6/9/93: 
"The insidious nature of this 
material (ob cene telephone com-
munications ( has a tragic 1m pact that 
reaches far beyond the person 
watching or hearing it." ... 
" In all my years as prosec&.tor. 
the most brutal crimes against women 
and children have been committed 
by defendants found to have an abid-
ing interest m hard-core pornogra-
phy .... This is not a crime without a 
victim. The victims can be found 
Lener to the Editor: 
I am writing this lener to voice my 
feelings in regards to last week's letter 
!>ubmiued by Don Farley. Thil> i!> not 
a response to the material contamed in 
the lener. and I will not Mate my 
personal opinion about Lhe abortion 
issue. Further. I do not want to create 
a argument which will cluner the Let-
ters to the Editor page for weeks on 
end. I do. however. have a fundamen-
tal disagreement about the mean~ he 
uses to present his opinions. 
Having been in variou~ eduorial 
positions at Newspeak s ince 1990. I 
was never in a position to respo nd to 
the numerous leners, advertisements 
and other copy that Mr. Farley has 
continuously submitted in that time. 
However. with my graduation Ialit 
year, and a complete removal from 
the editorial staff of the paper. I feel 
now that I must make clear how I feel 
about this material. 
First of all, the Letters to the Edi-
tor section of the paper traditionally 
has been a place to respond to mate-
rial that has been recently printed in 
the paper. or to react to current events, 
not only in Newspeak. but in most 
other newspapers in the country. Mr. 
Farley's leuer is neither a response 
nor a reaction. It is s imply a spewing 
of information; anyone who cares 
Building racial understanding 
Leuer to the Editor: 
My first day at WPI. I was greeted 
with a Newspeak. After reading the 
first issue. I decided Lhat each week I 
would have something informative to 
read. So. when the next issue came 
out on August 31, I immediately be-
gan reading. I must say, however,that 
it was with extreme disappointment 
that I read the article entitled "Crimi-
nals' plans foiled by WPI Campus 
Police." 
What caught my anenuon was the 
final paragraph in the article. I found 
it disturbing that out of the four people 
mentioned in the paragraph. your ar-
ticle only mentioned the race of one. 
This singled out in every reader's mind 
that the criminal in this story was 
Hispanic. Now, if this fact were new~­
worthy, would not the races of Lhe 
other Lhree people involved be so too? 
If the article described the races of 
everyone involved, the readers prob-
ably would have noticed, and won-
dered why. The races of the victims of 
perpetrators have no bearing on the 
story. By singling out the one arrested 
male as a Hispanic, the art icle has 
done the WPI community a disser-
vice, reinforcing the racial stereotypes 
that are already so common in our 
society. It is the responsibility of 
everyone, especially those involved 
in the media, to do all they can to 
destroy these stereotypes. not build 
them up. 
Sincerely. 
David Spencer 
Class of97 
/Editor's not~: N~ws~alc stm •n 
to writ~ articles which inform th~ com· 
munity without bias. w~ thank thiS 
reader for pointing out out error and 
~cho his smtiments in calling for tlr~ 
d~struction. rather than the construc-
tion. of steremyp~s./ 
enough to read the leuer would al-
ready have heard this information, 
regardless of their views on the is-
sue. One could argue that the abor-
tion issue IS a current event, and that 
may be true. but as I see it. abortion 
I'> an old 1ssue. II is important in 
political races. and each person has a 
pero;onal view on the subject. In 
mo~t case:., a view that ill unlikely to 
be changed . There are those who 
want the cho1ce. and those who are 
against abortion. For people who are 
not adamant for one !.ide or the other. 
it is not a major 1ssue. 
A<. an editor. I. along with the rest 
of the editorial staff walked a fine 
line when it came to leiter.. such as 
Mr. Farley's. We were eager to 
avoid the controver..y and nood of 
di \senting leners that would invari-
ably arise in response to such a letter. 
llowever, during my tenure. and this 
is probably true today. it was the 
opinion of the editorial staff that we 
~hould run the leners we received, so 
as to remain objective. thus subject-
ing ourselves to these ongoing argu-
ment 'I. Regardless of why the letters 
are printed. I feel that this is simply 
not the forum for this type of dlscuc;-
s ion. 
Second, I take great offen~e to Mr. 
Farley assuming Lhat he should ram 
h1s views down my throat. so to speak. 
Many hard-line Pro-Life propon.:nl!. 
think that this is the way to do things, 
and I s imply don'tlike it. Moreover. 
my distaste for such tactics is not 
limited only to abortion. I lake issue 
with anyone who tries to force their 
views on me. Had a discussion come 
up about the o;ubject been <;ta rted in 
some other way. and other. possibly 
incorrect information arisen. then Mr. 
Farley may have been warranted in 
hi s biological description. but it 
seems to me that this was nothing 
more than an attempt for a person 
with a strong belief trying to pull 
people onto his side. Everyone is 
enti tled to their opinion, but letters 
and advertisements which push only 
one s ide of the story not only puts the 
newspaper in a difficult posllion, for 
it may seem that the newspaper sup-
ports a part icular v1ew. when in fact 
that may not be the case. but incites 
readers. 
The abortion issue is one that will 
not die. and one for which there will 
never be unanimous agreement. Fur-
thermore, most people do not want to 
be subjected to preaching. In my 
somewhat limited experience, I have 
found that such sermons only serve 
to tum people away instead of mov-
ing them to the "right" s ide. what-
ever that may be. A:. a former editor. 
I worked hard to improve the paper. 
and I can probably speak for anum-
ber of editors pas t and present who 
would ~ny that leiters ~uch a.<, Mr. 
Farley's reduce Newspeak to noth-
ing more than a propaganda vehic le 
to tout his views. 
I commend Mr. Farley for having 
such strong convictions and holding 
to them. but I urge him to think a linle 
harder about exactly what he is doing 
when he submits unsolicited informa-
tion such as he has. I Lhink that such 
testimonials serve only to hinder the 
true purpose of the newspaper and 
needlessly anger individuals. 
Sincerely. 
Joe Parker 
Former Editor-In-Chief 
Class of '93 
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION 
Mmlllt'l for tlw mN·tin~ of 
Srprrmhrr I. 1993 
Sruclellf Go\'1'1 llnll'/11 A1.wc 1utim1 
I. Mcctmg called to order at 5:50. 
II. ATTENOANCF.: 
ExccuuveCouncil: WarrcnSmale. 
Pres; Barbara Doyle. VP; Mich-
elle G1glio. Trca!>.; Amy S<'ott. 
Sect. At-Large-Senator~: 
On-Campu!.-Senatorll: Le.x1e 
Chutoran!,ky. Cathleen 
Connelly. Ryan Daly. Nat 
Fairbanks. John Gro'>si. Chris-
tine Jeo;e;:nsky. Daniel 
Larochelle. Yolanda Larriu.Joc 
Laydon. Chad Schoob. 
Off-Campus-Scna tor'l: Erik 
Felton, Mi~e Pereira 
Parliamentarian: Dave Wheeler 
Il l. PRESIDENT'S REMARKS: 
Dunng the <.urnmer Warren at-
tended four WPI Board ofTru'!tee'> 
meeting!~. The deci,ion to increa.\c 
WPI parkmg wa-. po:.tponed unlll 
the new pa~mgcommntee. headed 
by Profes~or Crusberg. ha' been 
able to amve at 'ome option-. that 
are satisfactory to the enure WPI 
commun1ty. The Phy111Cal Facili-
ties committee ha." been meeting 
with an architectural firm to help 
determine pos ible location~. and 
rough building plans. Dean of Stu-
dent Life Janet Begin-Richardson 
was then introduced to the SGA 
Senate to give a more detailed de-
scription of the proces~ that will be 
used to determine the "program" 
of the campus center. Dean 
Richardson. inforn1ed SGA that on 
August 31st she was charged with 
heading up the committee that will 
obtain a community consensus of 
what the "program" of the campus 
center should be. The first signifi-
cant donation of $1 .3 mill ion dol-
lars has been made by an anony-
mous donor. and currently plans 
for the campus center are include 
construction that might be aug-
mented by using the first noor of 
Daniels Hall. The committee will 
repon bad. to the Board of Trust-
ees in February. Warren then re-
minded SGA Senate that SGA 
needs to drum up the excitement 
the campus has shown previously 
about this issue to ensure the com-
COMMENTARY 
munity gets involved. 
All scnato~ were then rcmmded 
of their -.enatorial dutiell. which 
conlli-.t of two office hour!. and 
attendance to all Senate meeung<.. 
an mformation sheet wa.-. then Cir-
culated for senator" to choo'e of-
fice hour.. and the comminees they 
wou ld like to be on. Senator!. al<;o 
need to inform one of the execu-
tives very soon a~ to whether or not 
they will be auending the Camp 
Harrington retreat on Sept. II . Ev-
eryone was also encouraged to at-
tend a BBQ at4:30 on Sept. 7 at the 
Stoddard complex to mingle wnh 
fre~hmcn. Warren then asked for 
three volunteers to attend a lun-
cheon with the new Mid-Atlantic 
Admissions Counselor 
at I I :45 in the Admi!>· 
sion!. Office. 
IV. VICE PRES. RE-
PORT: Barbara an-
nounced thnt a new sena-
tor orientation commit-
tee will be formed to help 
plan and run a new <.ena-
toroncntation m B-tcrm. 
and a!> ked for volunteer!.. 
• 
V. OLD BUSINESS: none 
VI. NEW BUSINESS: The concept 
of on and off campus senato~ and 
senators-at-large was discussed. 
Among the comments that were 
made there were concerns about 
how the electronic voting system 
could differentiate when students 
login to vote, also would students 
feel a loss of identity as to which 
senators represent them. The idea 
of senators being assigned a par-
ticular number of boxes. whose 
student owners they would repre-
sent, was brought up. 
Nat Fairbanks then moved that 
Article I. Section 3. pan.-; A. B. C, 
be amended so as to read the fol-
lowing: 
Article 1: Executive Branch: 
Section 3. Executive Branch Elec-
tions 
A. All members of the Executive 
Branch shall be elected during C-
term for the following A-term in 
accordance with the SGA Elecuon 
NEWSPEAK 
Code. In the event that any office. 
other than that of the President. 
become-. vacant. the EAecutive 
Brunch w1ll nominate and the Sen-
ate w1ll elect a replacement. All 
Executive Bmnch officer!. are eli-
gible for rc-clecuon. 
B. Each Executive Branch member 
<.hall ltCrvc a term from the May 
meeting of the Board ofTrustees of 
their election year through the May 
Meeting of the Board of Trustees 
of the following year. 
C. After election!> inC-term until the 
executive tenn begin~. a newly 
elected executive shall be desig-
nated a~ cxecutivc-elccJ (i.e. Prc~i ­
dent-elect. Vice President -elect. 
Secretary-elect. Treal-.urer-elect) 
term from the May meeting of the 
Board of Trustees of the1r election 
year through the May meeung of 
the Board of Tru.,tecs of the fol-
lowing year. 
Erik Felton called the que-.tion. 
John Gro'>~l 2nd and the mouon 
passed 13-0-0. andwill be voted on 
again next week. 
Nat Fairbanks then moved that 
Anicle I , Section 2. pans A and B 
of the By-Lawlt can be changed to 
read the following: By-Laws 
Article I : Election Code 
Section 2: Order of ElectiOn!> 
A. On and off campus Senator elec-
tion~ .;hull ta~e place between the 
founh and sixth weeks 
A-term. 
B. Executive Brunch and 
WORCESTER POLYTECHNJC INSTTIUrE at-large Senntorelccuom, 
,hall take pluce between 
the founhand \IXth wee~' 
C-term. 
VII. COMM ITTEE 
REPORTS: 
S111DENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION 
-Lit•t finn \Var· 
ren Smale announced that 
the A-term clecuon cal· 
endar has been :.ct. and 
and hl'>/her responsibilities shall 
be to: 
I) to assi\1 hi.,/her executive coun-
terpan; 
2) participate in all orientation 
programs; 
3) to attend all meeting (executive 
and senate) 
Failure to comply with these 
outlined duties shall result in ex-
pulsion. 
Michellt' Giglio called the ques-
tion Cathleen Connelly 2nd. the 
motion passed 13-0-0 (yeah, nay. 
abstain), the motion was then tabled 
to be voted on again and passed the 
next meeung. Nat Fairbanks then 
moved that Aniele II. Section 3. 
Pan C. be amended to read the 
following: 
Article II: Legi lature Branch 
that thi ~ year there will be two 
lnfonite:.. four dayll of electrOnic 
voting and one day of paper voung. 
-Vun: Nut Fairbank' tnformed 
the senate that there will now be an 
application for driving privileges 
lhat is very thorough. For the time 
being the vans will be off-line while 
they are being repaired and recon-
ditioned for the safety of those that 
use them. 
VIII. ANNOUNCEMENTS: SGA 
Retreat. all senators arc wongly 
encouraged to panicipate. The area 
is very mce and 11 will serve as an 
excellent team building activ1ty as 
well all a chance to get away from 
campus. We will meet in the Wedge 
at 8: 15. and leave at 8:30. lunch 
will be prov1ded. 
Eltt'finn Annmmctmtnr: 
Section 3. Election of Senators Not only are classe!> k1ckmg in. 
but Senator e lection~ are only a 
C. Each at large Senator shall serve a hop. skip. and Jump away. So 
Demosthenes 
A babble of languages 
Recently I was helping one of my 
Haitian speaking neighbors fill out an 
application and we got to the topic of 
should English be made the officinJ lan-
guage of America as a bill before The 
Congress would require. Personally I 
have opinions but I thought two of my 
friends were much more succint in there 
opinions than I am. 
To quote the Ancient Roman writer 
Gwen (129-199); "The chief merit of 
language is clearness, and we know that 
nothing detracts so much from this as 
unfamiliar term ." The first of these 
opnions is wrinen by a white male in his 
early 30's and living in California. 
I'm not much in favor of asking Should 
America make English the offioinJ lan-
guage? Most people believe that it al-
ready is, but the debate has been intensi-
fying in recent years. In most. countries. 
there is a national language, so why 
shouldn't the US have one? The biggest 
opposition so far has been from recent 
groups of immigrants who procest that 
establishing English as the national lan-
guage would require them to leam the 
language thereby taking away their na-
tional heritage. Until recently in this 
century. immigrants came to this coun-
try. leamcd the language and became 
contributors to society. They also added 
their culture Lo the "melung pot" and 
lived here as Americans. They did not 
lose their culture by learning English, 
and by learning they were able to con-
tribute. teach the1r culture to others. and 
take pan in the democratic~· Now 
it appears that immigrants just want the 
privileges and rights of living here with-
out blending into the melting pot. This is 
quite evident in localized areas of immi-
grants in south Florida. San Francisco, 
and New York. Places like Linle Ha-
vana. Linle Haiti, OrinaTown. and Linle 
Italy. 
I have seen firsthand the effects of 
massive immigration of Haitians into 
south Florida. The original senl.ers of 
LiuJe Haiti came here. learned English, 
the way thegovemment works and paved 
the way for the rest, the majority of 
whom don't speak Engl i~h. and in talk-
ing to their English speaking friends 
(because I don't speak Creole) find that 
they have no desire to learn. If they can 
get by without. they will. This only 
causes problems for future generations. 
If those children are taught in bilingual 
schools in their home language and never 
learn English. they will have very little 
oppununity 10 leave their small commu· 
nity and will have limited job 
oppurtunities_ By learning English. they 
will have the ability to attend college. get 
better jobs. relocate and become active 
participating citiz.ens. With racism again 
on the rise, those who don't speak En-
glish will ftnd life difficult outside their 
home community. If we are 10 unite as 
AmericanS. r.uhetthan theCWTCilt politi· 
cally correct hyphenated Americans; i.e. 
African-American. Mexican-American 
etc; there needs to be a common bond to 
stan with. In this diverse country, our 
:.ingle common trait would be language. 
I don't believe learning English removes 
a person 'scultu.re. They are free to speak 
their native language at home and to 
proctice their culture. Being able to 
speak English would enable them to 
show others theirculture and to be pan of 
a society that grew as a mixture of cul-
tureS. If they isolate themselves in their 
language they will remain Sltangers in a 
foreign land and they will bring their 
children that are born here and therefore 
American citiz.ens into a Sltange land. If 
bilingual education is in place these chil-
dren will remain strangers in their home-
land. 
"We are a nation of communities, of 
tens and tens of thousands of ethnic. 
religious, socinJ. business. labor union. 
neighborhood. regional and other orga-
nizations. all of them vaircd. voluntary. 
and unique ... a brillaint diversity spread 
like stars. like a thousand points of light 
in a broad and peaceful sky." Here fol-
lows a rebutall of the previous opinion, 
this one is written by a Spanish Exchange 
student living in the Mid-Atlantic States. 
who has spent six years in this country 
and speaks English nucntJy. 
I think it's fine to have an official 
language of the country, but I also 
think that the other languages should 
also be acknowledged. First of all. 
most government correspondence is 
wriuen in English anyway. Second, 
when people are at home they are 
going to express themselves in the 
language that is native to them and 
they are going to communicate in that 
language. Language is essential to a 
culture. and it is vital to many people 
for pride and identity to preserve that 
culture. Let's face it: The United 
States is NEVER going to have a ho-
mogenous culture. It's important to 
let people keep the culture that is in 
their rootS, and letthem~elves express 
themselves in the language of that 
culture. I can function fine in English. 
but it was wonderful having my sbter 
over for two wee~ because I could 
finally vent out my life to her in a 
language I prefer speaking. Talking to 
her in English just wnsn'tthe snme. 
From an educator's standpoint, it 
can be dangerous to adopt an anglocentric 
positionandthentohavethegovemment 
endorse that position. If people are going 
to have to use English. the use of their 
native language should also be encour-
aged. Many children need to find their 
voice in their wri ting. nrt and the work 
they do in school, but they often need to 
reson ro their native language to begin 
that search. That is so imponant because 
it is so linked toachild'sselfe.~teem and 
his or her social and emoc ional. intellec-
tual and psychological development The 
schools should make sure they are liter-
ate in English, but they shouldn't deny 
that child's native voice. which as I said 
before. is so linked to the child's culture 
and identity. 
Given that we are so multicultural. 
weshouldcelebratethatdiversityrather 
than repress it. I'm not saying adopt-
ing English as the official language 
would repress it; I'm just saying it 
could set up for a superior attitude to 
non-native English speakers. l 'veseen 
teachers minimize a tudent's beauti-
ful work because mainstream English 
wasn't used. I'm not only referring to 
other languages. This has also applied 
to other children, such as an African 
Page9 
much for a break-in period. For 
everybody not up to date on the 
Student Government Association. 
let us review. The SGA is here to 
provide studcnll. with a voice as to 
what transpires on campus. WE 
are the liaison~ between students 
and administrate~. In order for 
this voice to grow. we need bright. 
young, aspiring minds; that is where 
you as u pan of SGA can fit in. To 
become pan. only a few simple 
step'> arc required. First. a perspec-
tive senator must attend one of the 
two lnfonite sessions ut Gompeis. 
TI1c dates are Monday. Sept. 13. at 
M:OO PM and Thursday. Sept. 16, at 
4:30PM. At these very shon meet-
mgs. Senatorial responsibilities will 
be explained and petitions will be 
given out. The final leap to gelling 
your name on the ballot necessi-
Hllc\ getting a few signatures. and 
dropping the filled petition off at 
the SGA office by Thursday. Sept. 
:!3. On top of that. you are encour-
aged to write a \hon letter to be 
publi-.hed by Thursday. Sept 23. 
The letter must accompan) the 
pet111on into SGA hanth. Ballot 
ca,tmg w1ll begm Monday. Oct. 4, 
and end Friday. Oct. 8. Paper 
voung w1ll be next to the Mail 
Room on Oct. 8. with electronic 
voting (oooohhhh-ahh) from Oct. 
4-7. Now. there is no reason for 
you not to vote! If you have any 
queM ions, comments. or concern ... 
don't hesitate to contacl Man 
Whitten at the SGA office. or via 
campus mail. box 3 124. or at 757-
1!601. 
Van Announcement: 
I nan effon to increase the safety 
and efficiency of our vans. the vans 
will be off-line for the balance of 
A-term. There will be a new and 
1m proved !>ystem instituted B-term. 
More details are fonhcoming ... 
IX. ADJOURNMENT: 6:50 
American child who writes a beauti-
fully expressive poem in her home 
jargon. l'veseen a teachertakeoutthe 
red pen and stan circling and crossing 
out. This silenced the child. which is 
something that should NEVER hap-
pen! 
My position: I didn't think the 
offteial language wasn't English. so I'm 
wondering what difference in govern-
ment policy and procedures this would 
make. I haven •t seen anybody in this 
area make an effon to make government 
services more accessible to minority 
populations by using thenarlvelanguages. 
In this day and age when the efforts 
10 acknowledge and legitimate the mi-
nority cultures and people that exist in 
this country have barely begun, I think 
investing a lot of elTon into this could 
encourage the mainstream bigotry that 
has exiJ.;ted before. Forcing a language. 
and in a sense forcing a mainstream 
culture on other people can cause more 
strife. I don't think adopting that policy 
would improve race or ethnic group 
relations. 
If the people in Washington. DC 
want to meet to do this. I think it's 
silly. I just hope it's not MY tax 
money they're using to buy the coffee 
and donuts they're going to consume 
at these meetings. 
Both of these people have valid 
points in there arguements. the prob-
lem becomes that neither of these is 
right or wrong. they are both right. ln 
the world of politics there is no black 
or white but rather to use a tum of 
phrase, there are only shades of grey. 
.. 
.. 
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COMMENTARY 
Shooting FroiD the Lip 
Life begins at Conception, or Why I Kill Life on a Regular Basis 
John Dunkelburg 
Graduate Student, 
Department of Computer Science 
Foreword: Th1o; column is intended as a 
general discusl>ion of is~ues in politics. gov-
ernment. and society. The author welcomes 
reasoned dissenting opinion, and will try to 
keep his own arguments on a well reasoned 
level. Suggestion~ and commentary on what 
topics should be addressed a re solicited from 
all. The author can be reached by email at 
johndunk@wpi. or by physical mail to John 
Dunkelberg in cure of the Department of 
Computer Science. The author is a graduate 
of the class of 1992 in Computer Science, and 
currently a graduate student in that Depart-
ment. 
Article Body: Ah, it ' a new year. and I 
need inspiration for a new exhortation of the 
issues oflhe day. Fortunately for me I can put 
off my intended topic for this week. having 
been brought in to action by Don Farley's 
Leiter to the Eduor la\t week. Jut;t as a bnef 
summary. Farley ~howl> (via definitional au-
thority) that the combination of an egg and 
sperm i~ a life form , and thu l> abortion is 
murder. 
Farley's approach i ~ valid and logical. The 
definition of life is drawn from an accetable 
authority source (World Book Encyclope-
dia). Once you have agreed that the combina-
tion of sperm and ova i-. alive, and comes 
entirely from a human source. you have well 
defined a human person. Good idea, Don. If 
you know me personally. you should know 
that we granting this to Farley is a warning 
sign. You'd be right. 
I would like to elaborate on his argumenta-
tion by pointing out that several things we kill 
on a regular basis show stronger " life signs" 
than the parasitic growth that Farley describes 
so carefully in his leiter. In fact, I'm very 
curious how Farley can claim that it exhibits 
Responsiveness, Reproduction. or Spontane-
ous Movement. Let 's contain our argumen-
tation to the first trimester. that being the 
pcrdominant current legal bound of abort•on. 
The fact that it undergoes a chemical reaction 
after being impregnated i:> "Rc,ponsiVcnes' '"! 
Heck. a simple chemical compound il> alive 
by that point. "Reproduction'' is defined by 
the fact that i:. male or female? There's u 
slack definition. I therefore name monopole 
chemicals male and dipole chemicals female ... 
they're alive, Mr. Farley. "Sponruneous 
Movement" by cell division. he claims. I 
thought that would be growth. It doel> not 
itself Reproduce (though it does grow). And 
it certainly won't develop Spontaneous Move-
ment until well after the first trimc!ller. 
An artificial life form can exhibit growth 
(it can cover the Internet. or your hard drive), 
it takes in food (electrical power. clock 
cycles). reproduction (assexual in most cases), 
responsiveness (self-mutation in advanced 
forms), and spontaneous movement (from 
machine to machine, disk block to disk block). 
However, despite Farley's admonisions. I 
w1ll continue to run Disinfectant (and the 
latest. mo~t deadly version) on my computer. 
But by Farley's absurdly broad definuon I am 
commiu~ng murder. if not xenocide. rhc 
wonders (and ethical trauma) of alifc re-
search, I suppose. (References available on 
request to above c laims of anificial " life"). I 
ai'\O plan to continue to usc anti-biotics, 
chemicals to ki ll biological viruses. and if I 
had a way to ki ll the cold virus currently in 
my body. I would! 
On Parking and Campus Meetings 
But let me return to biological life, an I 
posit another life form. It is derived fror • 
human genetics and tissue. Being from hu-
mans, it is human, and (if alive) a "person". It 
exhibits Growth, and can expand to many 
times its size. It takes in Nutrition from the 
host. It reproduces (assexually). It is Re-
sponsive in that it can withstand massive 
outside auack and intervention by self-muta-
tion and alteration. I would be hard pressed 
to give it Spontaneous Movement, but we let 
the human parasite get away with it, so I' ll 
slide that one in. The living human being (by 
Don Farley's argumentation) that 1 describe. 
is a cancerous growth. Cancer is, however, 
generally considered killable by most moml 
systems I know of. Or is that murder? 
by Brion Parhr 
Newspea• Staff 
Last year, I heard someone mention that 
"they" were going to tum Higgins Lawn into 
a parking lot. At that moment, I thought that 
even though I didn 't have a car but did enjoy 
the Lawn because it tends to be a quiet, 
relaxing place to walk on, there was nothing 
that I could do about the situation. Obviously, 
if the students had been asking for parking 
spaces and then were offe red them , they'd 
jump at the chance to have more on-campus 
parking spaces. Thankfully. I was wrong .. . 
After several poster5 were made. petitions 
were signed and demonstrations were held, 
the parking lot on the lawn idea died. But as 
winter approaches and the "emergency ar-
tery" roads that surround our campus are 
closed to parking, I wonder, what will we do 
with our cars? According to the "WPI Cam-
pus Update" all students are invi ted to bring 
their suggestions to a meeting which will be 
held later this term. 
However, if it is as poorly attended as last 
year's Blue Ribbon Task Force open meeting, 
don' t expect much to come out of it. becuase 
too many students seemed to ignore their 
respnsibility to auend. Even though Lhat meet-
ing dealt with student life and the needs for a 
campus center, two tssues which had been 
well followed the year before, it seemed as if 
we were just bored with it all. If we fail to 
attend rhis meeting. not only may WPI end up 
with an undesireable parking lot, but we may 
also be considered too apathetic to need to 
have open meetings any more. 
But I've gouen off my original point. ! was 
pleasantly surprised to sec that so many stu-
dents care about places like Higgins Lawn 
and I hope that we as students can continue 
with the trend of supporting the issues which 
are important to us all. So, this is all a 
reminder to at least think over what might be 
done about parking and to bring your sugges-
tions to the open meeting when it 1s held. 
Don Farley has attempted to craft a fairl y 
good argument. However, he began with 
imprecise and non-technical definitions and 
tried to expand them by appeal to authority. 
A valid method of debate, but is this case not 
particulary well executed. The definition of 
life is broader than he might want, and yet the 
life form he wants to protect really can 't fit 
his own definition. The definition of "per-
son" is trivial. But just to let everyone think 
about it, assume that a flawless argument for 
the life of a fertilized ovum was made. The 
question then could be posed. why is every 
human life sacred? 
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Are You looking For A Challenging Opportunity 
And The Chance To Earn Extra $? 
Get Into Financial Services 
And Learn About An Exciting Career 
lONG-TERM & SHORT-TERM TEMPORARY POSITIONS 
Full- & Pclrt.:rime Day, Evening & ~end Shifts 
If you've ever been interested in financial services, join 
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Opportunity Employer. 
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Emacs and Elm Mail Handler 
Welcome back, hope the weekend went 
well. This time around I'm covering the emacs 
editor and elm mail handler. Emacs is the most 
commonly used editor on the system, and, in 
my opinion, the easiest to understand. Elm is 
an alternative 10 mail which is easier to interact 
with, and is more user-friendly. Gelling com-
fortable with emacs will make life on the 
networks much easier for you. (I know there 
are other options, but I don't know everything. 
These are the ones I lind most useful. 1 
personally disl ike ' mail', 'pine', and 'vi'. so 1 
avoid them if at all possible. If anyone else 
wants to do a write up on one of those. please 
do. Send it to me and I'll put II m TFM, you'll 
get full credit/blame. Plea~e. no religious 
wars.) 
Emacs: Emacs is a powerful editor that is 
very common on the networks. It ic; fairly 
simple and with only a few basic commands 
anyone can U'ie 11 productively. Ju'lt a trivial 
fact. I compo:.c these column~ ui>ing emacs and 
email them to New~pcal.. v1a elm. I never have 
10 make a hardcopy and w~te paper. 
Before I begm I should explam \Orne of the 
terminology. A teller preceded by a '"' indi-
cates that teller is a control character. For 
instance. '"X' means you hold down the 'Con-
trol' (or Ctrl) key while prcssmg ·x·. It is 
convention to use uppercase for these charac-
ters. however, you do NOT press shift while 
typing them. Characters m strings indicate a 
command sequence. Example: 1\X"C means 
control-x then control-c; "X-i means control-x 
then just plain 'i'. 
To enter emacs you simply enter 'emacs 
filename' at your prompt. If you u e the name 
of an existing file you will automatically load 
the fileintoemacstobeedited. If you use a new 
file name you will create a new file with the 
editor. Some of the commands work in other 
situations to. If you use 'tcsh ' most of these 
commands will work at your prompt. 
Commands: This is a brief list of commands 
useful with emacs. 
"F - move forward, same a~~ right arrow 
" B - move backward, same as left arrow 
" P - previous line. same as up arrow 
"N - next line, same as down arrow 
"I - indent. same as the Tab key 
1\V- down one screen 
"K- delete from cursor to end of line. stores 
in kill ring 
" Y - restores kill ring (opposite of "K) 
"E -go to the end of the line 
"A - go to the beginning of the line 
"0 - delete character cursor is on 
1\M - newline character, like return 
1\(J-emacs quit character, aborts the current 
command. 
1\Q - insert blank line after cursor 
"W - kill entire marked region. (This is 
more advanced.) 
"T- transpose the character the cursor is on 
and the character just before the cursor. 
1\L - redraws screen, useful for clearing line 
noise. Used outside of emacs too. 
liZ - pauses the job and returns you to your 
prompt. Type 'fg' (foreground) to return to the 
job. This can be used during most any job to 
pause it for a while. 
"U - times 4. Th1s is a multiplier used with 
other commands, each 1\U m a string muluplies 
by 4. ie, "U11N goel> down 4 lines. 1\U"U"N 
goes down 16 lines. Also. "U followed by a 
number, then a command. will execute that 
command the 'lpcclfied number of umes. "U-
1 0-1\F will move forward I 0 'paces. 
"X"C - this is the command to exit emacs. 
you will be asked whether or not to ~ave the 
file. 
"X-s -saves the file while you continue to 
work. Thi~ i\ ba<,ically n precnuuon. 
"X·i- include a file. You will be prompted 
fort he name oft he file to include. Make a habit 
·of using the path. \uch ru. '-/filename'. This 
al lows you to include prev1ously prepared Iiles 
in a new file. 
Students 1n programmmg classes, uch ru. 
CS I 005, who use emacs, may want to use the 
commands '1\1-x c-mode' and '"1-x comp1le'. 
The firM put\ emac!> into a C programming 
format mode, the second comp1les the program 
in the buffer. The sequence control-left bracket-
x IS called Meta·x and at I'> the lil"\t step for 
nearly all of the more advanced emacs com-
mands. From now on. 1f I write an emacs 
command such a!> 'M-x c-mode', the 'M' i1> 
Meta, or '11f'. There are al~o ' fortran-mode', 
·pascal-mode', and 'h'>p-mode' for other lan-
guage'!. 'auto-nil-mode' 1\ a mode that will 
automatically line-wrap your text. and 'funda-
mental-mo(h;' will return you 10 the default 
emacs mode. 
With these commands you should be able to 
use emacs for all of your ba~ic editing. There 
are also more advanced editing commands. 
which I may cover, a few at a time, in future 
columns. If you would hke to use emacs for all 
of your editing. and have it be the default for 
programs using an editor. you can modify your 
·.login · (dot-login} fi le. The .login is the fi le 
the system uses to set up your defaults when 
you login. A dot file does not show up during 
anormal 'ls', toscelhcm use ' Is -a·. Emacs the 
.login and add these two lines: 
setenv EDITOR /usr/local/bm/cmacs sctenv 
VISUAL /usr/local/bin/emacs 
These are called environment variable.<~ and 
many programs use these for their default !Jelling<;. 
To make these t.akceiTect immediately type ·source 
.login'. This will be done autommically the next 
time you login. 
Elm: Elm is an electronic mail reader that 
many users prefer over m31l. It presents your 
mail with a menu that all owe, you to choo'>e the 
lener you wish to read. along with a menu table 
that gives you the command!. available to you. 
The first time you uc;e elm 11 will a\k to create 
two directorie~. Mail and .elm. answer yes to 
the requests. 
Once in elm, you can choo~e which lener to 
read by moving the highlight bar or by simply 
entering the number of the lc11er. To read the 
letter press return or space. To delete the 
highlighted lcncr press 'd'. 10 undelete a letter 
first go to it by entering the number (the scroll 
bar will skip deleted mail) then press 'u'. If you 
wish to reply to a leller imply press ·r·. You 
will be prompted for a few self-explanatory 
choices, then the default editor will come up. rr 
you inserted the lines into your .login as above 
you will enter emacs. Once you exit emacs you 
will be asked whether 10 edit, forget it, edit 
headers, or send the lener. Edtt will return you 
to the editor. forget it will cancel the mail. edit 
headers allows you to make changes to the 
header information (address. cc, etc), and send 
sends the letter off. If you wish to bounce a 
leuer to someone press • b' . Bouncing forwards 
the lener just as you see it, and ifthey reply the 
mail will go to the original sender, not to you. 
To forward mail press ·r·. this w1ll send the 
header and body of the lener, and it gives you 
the option of editing the outgoing mail. Re-
plies will go to you in this case. Press 'p' to 
send a copy of the letter to the printer In the 
CCC. If a letter is sent to a number of people 
and you wish your reply to go to all of them, us 
'g' for group reply. To change to a new mail 
folder, mbox fo r instance, use 'c' and then 
enter the path to the mail folder you want to 
open. If you wish 10 save a leuer to a folder 
press's' then enterlhe path to the folder. If you 
want to send mail to a new person, press 'm' 
and then emer the information as prompted. 
When you exit elm you will be asked whether 
to delete any anicles marked for deletion. and 
whether to move mail to the "received" folder. 
If you say no the mail will remain in your 
incoming mailbox. If you answer yes elm will 
save the tellers to the default mail folder 're-
ceived' in your Mail directory. You can also 
use elm to send ma1l <~imply by entering 'elm 
person@address' at your prompt. Thb w1ll 
enter elm's send only mode. You can mail a 
previously prepared file wuh 'elm 
person@addre~ < filename '. 
Once you have adjusted to elm you can 
begin to customize 11. Whi le m elm pres)ing 'o' 
will open an optiOn'> screen with <;even\1 foCI-
lings you can change. And for tht>~e who really 
feel comfortable you can ednthe 'elmrc' (elm-
resource) file in your .elm directory. Thi\ file 
contains all of the user modifiable variable), for 
elm. Elm is versatile and allows for a good deal 
of personal modification 1f the U\er 1s so In-
clined. Entering'?' will enter help. another '?' 
will bring up a full hst of elm commands and 
functions. 
Spelling: How do I manage to keep my 
spelling acceptable? Simple. I get a lot of help 
from the computer. There l'i a spell checker on 
the syl.tem called i'pcll. The .,implest usc ~~ 
typmg 'i~ll filename'. The commands are 
simple, and ispell will explain 11~lf 1f you 
enter'?'. I spell can also be called from w11hm 
emacs, via • M-x 1\pell-(pre" tab key)' . Press-
ing the tab key w1ll di!.play the ~'>pcll opuons 
available under emacs. ' 1\pell-buffcr ' will 
spell check the enure file you arc workmg on. 
That's what fuse for these articles 
If you have any questiorts, please contact the 
CCC Help Del.k; cmaal boo888. phone ext. 5888. 
or mail WPl Box 5888; or email qucstioru@wp1. 
If you have any commenl'i of suggesuoru. for the 
column.plea'leemail megaJ.oneormuil New~-peak. 
Box 2700. Attn. TFM. 
Epimetheus/Prometheus Speaks ... 
This column is the first installment of a new 
series bearing the title. Epimetheus/Prometheu\ 
Speaks. Why the flowery title. you ask? Those of 
us with a smattering of Greek Mythology wi ll 
recognize the name Prometheus as the name of the 
demi-god responsible for delivering fire 10 the fir..t 
men - a parable for the discovery of technology. 
It 's a strange twist of fate that fewer people know 
about Epimetheus, Prometheus's brother and fel-
low Titan, who was the l>haper/creator of mortal 
man. Their narnc.c;, tl".mslated literally, are Fore-
thought (Prometheus) and Afterthought 
(Epimetheus)- thus bringing us to my rationale for 
the naming of the column. Depending on the 
content of my writing. I 'II categorize the article ru. 
being one of Prometheus, thus representing a 
forward -thinking point-of-view. or one of 
Epimethus, representing an article that is mainly 
reflective. In this way. I can pay small homage to 
these legendary ligures of the classiCal age, and 
invoke their presence, just like any other humble 
writer. So without funher ad1eu ... 
Epimetheus Speaks: Savior Fare 
I often wonder how advantageous it would be 
if civililation returned it.sclfto the Stone Age. Thi' 
reactJonary tum of events may at lir;t seem \trange 
and unappealing, but I as!lure you that it \\-OUid be 
for the best. all things considered. 
Progress would become a thing of the pa.,t. No 
longer would we need to fear or fret overt he future 
and ito; rdl11ifications; no doubt we would quicl..ly 
become intensely concerned with our own day-to-
day survival. But with the more basic M:blowian 
needs aside, we can safely approach the much 
more vital topic I'd like to discuss. 
Sex. 
With the restraints of civilization removed, we 
would not be burdened with needless. purpose-
less. assinine ritual. I daresay we would know by 
instinct which members of the preferred 'ieX were 
available. or else it would simply not maucr, as the 
conventions of today would be dissolved. Sounds 
much easier than answering a pcn;ooal ad. doesn't 
it? 
Unfortunately. nothing short of a complete 
societal lobotomy is required to destroy the I 0.000 
years of learned response we call history, and 
although it might somehow be accomplished. 11 
could be easier and more economical to simply 
examine the problem more closely. 
I recently underwent a horrendous ordeal spon-
sored by an air1ine l will refrain from mentioning 
(though I will not fly their friendly skies again). 
1lle most interesting pan of this travesty was. 
oddly enough, the in night movie; a little gem now 
available on video called Somersby, with Richard 
Gere and Jodie Foster. It was your basic romantic 
drama formula - with a twist. Gere ends up 
sacrificing himself in the name of love. a martyr 
who gives everything to ensure his beloved's 
future. I'll say this much: hanging for love isn't 
very high on my list. 
Is this what we are inevitably reduced to? Have 
relationships become so complex and entangled 
that we mul>1 continually sacrifice ourselves to 
sustnin them? If romance novels and romantic 
films are any accurate reflection of society's 
opinion. this is indeed the case. 
In an ideal world. there would be no need for 
this foolii>hncss. Relationships would be tangle-
free and for the most pan selfless and devoid of 
feelings of posessiveness. So what is it then that 
acts ill> the Munlbling block between what we 
experience as relationships now and what we 
would hope is an ideal relationship? In my mind 
it can only be one of a small number of things. 
Socwlconventionspringsimmediatelytommd. 
And and all societal mores can affect the relauon-
'hlp bct"'een two people- the way you dre!..s (or in 
\OillC cu,tom,. the way you don't). the ritual of 
datmg. the mode of conversation. and hundreds 
more examples of ~illiness that can make or break 
your relation\hip. 
Of course. the continuation of convention b 
merely the surface of a much larger. deeper prob-
lem. lnacountrylikeourown. whcrecuhure isfed 
intravenously via the television lube. reality suf-
fers a 'Ievere breakdown. The continual infusion of 
perfect images subjugates common sense - the 
suspension of disbelief rules over all reason. Life 
and relationship difficulties get resolved in half-
hour segments on sitcoms; the harsh real ity of war 
becomes a dau.l ing fireworks display; important 
details get chopped into over-simplifed sound 
bites; and happily.ever-afters ensue. The point of 
all this being that the concept of the relationship 
gets skewed on the screen. Art imitates life, it is 
c;aid. but in a 1V culture like ours, life often 
mistakenly imitaleS an. in the perpetualion of 
stereotype and misconception. 
So what then is left? How can we end this 
v1cious circle of increasing complexity? A good 
fir..t step towards the tmprovement of interper-
sonal relationships. I think, would be to tum off the 
1V, drop the romance novel, and talk to your 
partner. in short. abandon the meal of the savior 
that our culture offers us. 
Just a thought 
The power of religious belief 
by Suphen Brown 
WPI Proksl4nl Campus Ministry 
The past Saturday was an anniversary of sons. 
30 years ago August 28, 300.000 people came to 
Washington D.C. for a march for jobs and peace. 
It wru. at that March on Washington that Martm 
LutherKingJr.gavehis famous") have a Dream" 
speech. 10 years ago, on the 20th anniven.ary. I 
went to Wa~hington to commemorate that great 
moment. This time around. I wat.ched some of it 
on TV and read about it in the new~p3pers. 
Numerous reports I saw and read all pointed out 
that Or. King's dream has yet to be rcali7..ed and 
went on to list the various reru.ons why. Lacl.. of 
funds. lack of political will. no new lcade~ in the 
African-American con1munity were among tho<.e 
c1tcd. lthmkthcre is another reason; a lack of faith. 
We really do n01 believe that much can be done. 
that it isunreasonabletobelievethat muchprogi'C.ll'l 
can be made in r.:tce relations. 
You see, reason always fail~ where religiouo, 
belief hao; faith that progres'l can be made ru1d 
barriers between races can be bro~en through. 
Martin luther King Jr. wa.sa man of deep religiou~ 
faith. which meant he saw the world differently 
than most reasonable people. 
In a new book. Yale Law prof~ Stephen 
Carter states it this way. " ... religion' can make a 
difference in how their (follo"'ers} see the \\-Or1d 
only if they remain independent of the world. 
ThUi>. there is nothing wrong. and much nght. 
when a religion refl~Se!> to accommodate 1t.sclfto 
the policies that the state prcfe~. To rns1st that the 
\tate'~ moral judgments should guide the prac-
tiw. of all religions is to lriviali.ze the lde:l that 
fatth matters to people. Martin Luther King Jr. 
declared in his "lener from a Birmmgham Ja1l" 
that. .. the authority of God is 'uperiorto the author-
Ity of the state .. :· and thu:. fought what he consid-
ered unjust, "man-made laws" which could be 
broken because they were in connict with God's 
laws. 
Today, with the rise of the"religious right" and 
Operation Rescue, many of us more "rational" and 
"liberal" people believe a life governed by reli· 
gious belief is the life of a Fanatic. someone who 
is unrea.<.onable. We want decisions, policies, and 
practices to be governed by reason and Ofder. We 
in the university, especially here at WPl. believe 
in the triumph of reason. logic, authority. We are 
threatened by someone who is "relig.ious", we 
avoid dic;cussion.~ on religious faith because "they 
are all alike" and it's strictly a "personal" thing and 
it'<; fine as long as they "don't bother us.'' 
Which of course is crazy. The very notion of 
religiOUS belief is that the way established power 
is Mructured, reality is defined to benefit their 
gro.\p of power. All bureaucracies. government<;, 
..choolo,, businesses, even churches. and especially 
the military behave and u_se their authority to keep 
the "dreamer.. and fanatics" in place. There is no 
place in our culture or in our school, on our noor 
or in our apartment for people who are ''religiou1>''. 
We want those who work with us and live wi th us 
to be reasonable people, not persons whoquesrion 
the very billlis on which we in this country have 
b::t~ it\ success. 
That1s why Kmg'~ dream ha'l failed. We. the 
po"'cr.. that be and who worl< to keep 11 that way. 
could tolerate King as longashejust wanted to ride 
in the front of the bus and sit at the soda fountain. 
But when King declared America 10 be poisoned 
by rac1sm to the degree that its economic StruC-
tures were created to keep Black people "in the1r 
place" and that the war in Vietnam was a "rocisl'' 
war. Krng had to be ehmmatcd. 
And he wao,. He was just too "religious". too 
fanatical for J. Edgar Hoover and LBJ and the 
white liberal~ he betrayed by his faith. Today we 
would JU'it ignore htm as another fanatic ... like Pat 
Robertson or Louis Farakhan or Kohemnhi. Just 
like that other guy. the Jewish ex<arpenter. We 
hl..e "reasonable people .. who see things "the nght 
way " You sec, the power of religious faith is the 
power to get your..elf ignored, or hung. And who 
wants that. 
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CLUB CORNER 
AlA A 
Hello there! I would like 10 take this oppor-
tunity 10 make you aware of one of o ur 
campus groups, the WPI Mudenl brunch of 
the American Institute of Aeronautics and 
Astronautics (AIAA). 
AIAA is a national organizations of pro-
fes~ionals interested in aircraft and pace. 
The student branch activities include plant 
tou~. peake~. student technical paper con-
tests, trips to various lectures on other cam-
puses, visits to air museums and air shows. 
rocket and paper contests. and other campus 
events. By joining AIAA nationally and 
locally you receive: two AIAA magazine 
subscriptions: Invitations to regional confer-
ences. where you can present your technical 
papers for large cash prizes and also make 
connections with area profes~ional s, which 
could be of great benefit after graduation 
while job hunting; listings of grad schools. 
employment opportunities. and aerospace 
companies: and rhe chance to discuss current 
related topics wtth people as mtcre~tcd tn 
aero~pace as you are. Last year, our student 
branch was awarded the "Most Outstanding 
Branch Award" at the regional conference. 
There will be a meeting for all interested 
students. old members. and faculty on Thurs-
day. September 9 at 4:30pm in Higgin-. 109. 
If you can not a11end. but nrc :.1111 interested. 
plea'e drop me a note 10 Bo' 21 :\I to keep 
your name on our maihng h~t . Hope to :.ee 
you there! 
Alpha Phi Omega 
H1 all. Another weel.. ha\ pas~ed 1n our 
earch for that ever elu~ 1 ve degree. A great 
big thanks goes our 10 Profe~sor Moll for 
gell ing us into the Walden Wood'> concert for 
free! It will be awesome. I jubl have that 
feeling .... The meeting is not on Monday this 
week but rather on Tuesday in the newly 
refurbi shed Goddard 227. So you all ~hould 
have shown up, no excuses. even though you 
won't read this till Wednesday ... also rhe info 
meeting was last ntght I hope 11 went well. 
Now ~orne of my own per;onal ~hour outs; 
Meryl: Thanks for coming up this weekend I 
had an awesome rime. Now \lay! Gundy: 
CardsCArdsCARdsCARDsCARDS! I think 
it b time for a cards game. Walden Woods 
Crew: It was/will be awesome! Plus I know 
how to get there. Marc: There was nothing 
from Mr. Subliminal in there this week! I was 
crushed! He's cool! Sly: You really have to 
think about the implicaltons of what you o;ay. 
BiLAGA 
Welcome. and welcome back! The first 
meeting of BiLAGA w1ll be tomorrow, 
Wednesday Sept. 8. at 20:00. Same place as 
usual; if you don ' t know where this is and 
would like to attend. contact Janet Richardson 
in the Student Life office. or send e-mail 10 
bilaga@wpi. This group is for gay. lesbian. 
and bisexual students, as well as those ques· 
tioning their sexuality and heterosexuals who 
are supponive. 
Christian Bible Fellowship 
It seems this year has taken off to a very 
qu1ck start. We are already looking forward 
to our third Friday meeting. Coming this 
Friday is what will undoubtedly be an excel-
lent message on priorities. You won' t want to 
miss this one. As usual, we meet at 7:00p.m. 
Friday's io Higgins 101. Wednesday at 7:00 
p.m. in Beck ell conference room (fuller Labs) 
will be our second prayer and share meeting 
this year. Looking into the near future we 
have the Mt. Monadnock trip on the 25th. Jf 
11 is anything like last year. 11 will be a great 
time enjoying God 's creation. 
"For the wages of sin is death, but the gift 
of God is eternal life 1n Christ Jesus our 
Lord." (Romans 6:23). God offers every 
person His free gift: eternal life. Yet some-
how many of us choose to reject this gift, and 
those of us that accept it often take for granted 
just what this gift is: something of immeasur-
able wonh offered without strings auachcd • 
there is no way to earn 11, no way to deserve 
it, and no way to get it but through Christ 
Jesus our Lord. Have you received God's free 
g1ft? If nor. why nor? Jf so, how long ha.~ 11 
been since you expressed your graltlude 10 
God for giving this gift? 
WPI Men's Crew Team 
Well gentlemen. It is a gam rhatltme ofrhe 
year. Time 10 look tn the mirror and turn away 
di,gu\ted at a lithe weight we putnn over the 
\ ummer. Well. it '\ now time to take Belmont 
by \lorm and j ust burn all that fat away. T1me 
to become lean. mean. rowmg m<~4:htne\ Time 
10 hu1ld that \ lamtna. enduran4:c. ;~nd mu..cle 
rone rhar WPI crew men arc famou' for Time 
NEWSPEAK 
ro let loose that die hard. get tough frame of 
mind and prepare ..... prepare for U-Mass. 
USCG A. Temple. ad all those other boars rhnt 
are j ust s tart ing up like us and beginning their 
season just like us. 
And also time to welcome the incoming 
freshman squad 10 our family of strength and 
fitness . Crew is a tough spon guys but I 
promise you will have alot of fun, make alot 
of fnends. and gel in the best shape of your 
lives! Now lets go ROW! 
GAP 
Hello Gupsters! The meeting on Thursady 
night was GREAT! Thanks 10 everyone who 
came. we hope to see you often . We' re 
currently making plans to go to the UPENN 
Model United Nations. if you want to attend 
the Model UN. please contact Marie (e-mail: 
johny) by Thursday. September 9th. Our 
next meeting is on Thursday, Sept. 9. in 
AK219. We' ll talk more about the U-Penn 
Model UN. We ore also looking forward to 
starting a campus-w1de recycling program 
with the help of GEAE. See you Thu~dayl 
Glee Club 
Welcome back. welcome back. welcome 
back. And to all the new students. welcome 
to WPI. For tho~e new ~tudcnts (well. for that 
maHer, everyone) interested in joining the 
Glee Club thi\ year. our rehearsal~ arc held 
every Tuc~day and Thur'>day night from 6·30 
10 8:00PM 10 the Janet Earl Room. \\hich 1~ 
located 10 the lower level of Alden Hall If 
you want to JOin, ~Imply show up 10 any of our 
rehearsal<,. The Glee Club would like to 
personally welcome all the new membe~ that 
showed up to our first few rehearsals. Our 
mus1c schedule is alrendy filling up fast. We 
have three concem in the ncar future. and 
they all fall on the weekend of September 17. 
One of the concerts b for WPI's Parent's 
Day. Another one of the concens is our at 
Regis College ded1caring the openmg of a 
new bu1lding and the installation of their new 
college pre~idenr. And I forger what the third 
concen involves. The Glee Club will also be 
touring Italy during Spring Break this year. 
We will be traveling with Regis for a ten day 
trip. So 1f you wanrto see the Pope. here's 
your chance. Now on to internal stuff. It 
seems the cham teller didn' t have any links. 
For that reason there will be no prize offered. 
There will be many social events rolling 
around soon. which btings me to the Big 
Brother/Lillie Brother program. This pro· 
gram will begin very shortly. So. for all the 
old members, make an effon to get to know 
the new members. and vice ve~a. Well, I 
really don't want 10 stan up all the comic 
stuff in the first Club Comer. Now. for all the 
non-members that may be reading this. if you 
want u lillie break from the monotonous world 
of WPI, if you want to gajn some life-long 
friendships. if you want some additional 
course credit, or if you just want to have a 
good time without a lot of commitment. come 
on down and sign up for the WPI Glee Club 
(We don' t care if you can sing). 
Hillel 
For those of you who don' t know. H1llcl is 
an organization for Jewish students here on 
campus. There are a lor of events coming up 
that everyone is welcomed to 3tlend: Satur-
day, Sept. I I is a movie night; Sept. 9 is the 
date for an Ice-cream social with Clark's 
Hillel; and Inter in the term a local rabbi will 
be coming to campus to hold discussions on 
Jewish philosophy and living (for more info. 
and locations. call Zack 755-8643). This is 
also a very 1mponan1 rime of the year for 
Jewish students: ''The High Holidays are 
coming, the High Holidays are coming!!" If 
anyone needs arrangements for services, stop 
by any Hillel event or contact Zack and we 
will do everything we can for you. Speaking 
of Services ..... Friday ntght services are being 
held at Clark. Students interested in going 
should meet in the Wedge around 6:00 pm. 
The services at Clark are shon and informal 
and no long-term commitment is allached! 
Hillel is a very informal and fun way to meet 
other Jewish students in the area and to learn 
more about Judaism. SHALOM. 
Lens & Lights 
<author's note: Due 10 circumstances be· 
yond our control, th1 ~ week's LnL Club Cor-
ner ha.~ been invaded by a non-officer. Deal.> 
Hey. gang! Lotsa stuff is happen1ng. so 
here we go! Technoir was last Saturday- way 
cool... I hope! I'm \ ure the officml debut of 
Kemble'' "children'' was successful. 
See Chn~ M 1f you wunt your OFFICIAL 
LnL T-SIIIRT (tn~crt SPX-90 echo here). 
Chri' 1\ .aho tal..in~ order~ for the totully 
3"-C\Ome "Doctonn' the Tard1!." Cd',. cma1l 
hades@wpi this week. 
Tonight: do the TTAH thing w11h Greg M. 
and "Dorkestro." Also. if you wont to learn to 
be a projectionis t and become licensed. see 
that very same Greg or. as he put It , "show up 
to a movie!" 
This year's LnL Spring/Fall P1cnic/Dinner 
thing will be thls weekend (Dave hopes). Jon 
promises good food, clean (?) fun. and LnL 
Charades! Just how DOES one do " Events 
Coordinator" anyway ... ? 
Hey Freshmen, don' t let these guys scare 
you uwuy-rhey're really gentle. honest! Hey. 
I'm still here (bur then again, I am female, 
so ... )!! 
And yes, David, Greg and I are indeed old 
enough 10 vote· scary thought, hmm? (heh. 
heh) 
And finally, this week's LnL Trivia(l) 
Question (Answer) is brought to you by the 
warped memory of John Stoffel. There will 
be a pme for the fi~t person to email me, 
trek@wpi. the correct QUESTION. Here it 
is ... 
"tw1tch" and "bald eagle" 
Remember to phrase your answer in the 
form of a question and be at Wednesday's 
meeting to claim your prize!! 
Masque 
Hello all. For those of you out there rend-
ing this for the firM time: WELCOME TO 
WPI. Masque is WPI '' theater group. We are 
dedicated 10 havmg fun. that'<, about 11. Our 
defimuon of fun include~ \taytng up for 30 
hours troight: working 1!0 hour weel..~: and 
throwing (in my opmion) the be~t part1es at 
WPI; we also. every now and aga1n put on the 
bcM theater at WPI. 
Some things you should know: MEET-
INGS Fridays 4:30 Green room alden. behind 
the <~rage. NEWSLETTER if you want it 
cmuil to joe provo, whose internet address I 
cunnot find at the moment so emn1l to me. 
elf@wpi and I' ll get it to h1m. SHOWS Sept 
24 4:30 New vo1ces 11.5 Alden Mage. FREE 
Hope to ee you soon! 
Muslim Student Association 
Dear Brothe~ and Sister;. 
J\ssalam-o-aluikum 
For those of you who are new at WPI. I 
welcome you on behalf of the MSA and 
Muslim community at WPI. The MSA repre-
sents the small bur important proportion of 
Muslim Students at WPI. You will become 
aware of this as we rake active pan in arrang-
ing and panicipating the upcoming events of 
the year. If you were not aware of MSA. 
please leave a slip with your name and Box 
number in My Box ( 165). There will be a 
general meeting for the Muslims ut WPI 
sometime next week and you will be con-
tacted by us through your mailbox. CARS 
leave for Friday prayers from in front of the 
library every Friday at 12:45 pm. 
Best ofluck ro everybody with rheirclasses. 
Newman Club 
Welcome freshmen! Welcome back up-
perclassmen! We accomplished a lor at the 
fi~t meeting. Father - you tell great stories 
from the seminary days. Carla and Kathy 
p1ck a good movie for Friday's piua and 
v1deo night, will ya! Get psyched for our 
volleyball team and the Big brother/Big Sis· 
ter program at Mercy Center. Should be great 
fun. Daily mass Tuesdays and Thursdays at 
I Opm at the Center start tonight September 7. 
Nick - are you really THAT scared of the M-
word7 Skip Daka this Friday, September 10 
and come ro Pizza and Video night5:30 at the 
center. 
Pathways 
The fi~l meeting of Pathways. WPI's cre-
ative ans magazine, was held last night in our 
tiny little Riley office. We discussed our 
permanent meeting day and time and fund-
raising ideas. as well as gelling to know the 
new members. Replies so far have been very 
positive, we're happy to hove so many new 
members of the community interested. We 
have a budget to acquire a PC for Pathways. 
Last year's experiment in electronic layout 
worked extremely well, so this year we'll 
have our own sy5tem 10 work wtlh. Though 
the office is still prelly crowded. ~>O we're 
going 10 have to move those old tables out. 
(hmt hmt) If you are mterestcd 1n joining the 
Pathways staff. just contact u~ Vtll email or 
mail. Or. if you wi~>h to ~>ubmit poetry. short 
prose. art work, or B& W photo~ . plca~c email 
to pathways@wp1 or ~end campu' mail to 
Box 5150. It ', all1n the nund. MegaZone. 
Ed11or. 
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Pep Band 
Here we go: One year ago today, inside the 
Worcester Centrum. The big game- WPI 
(hurrny!}vs. HolyCross(boooo!). HolyCross's 
number 27 (he wen~ woman's underwear!) 
has the ball. The score is 97-98. in favor or 
WPI. It 's the fourth quarter with 12 seconds 
left on the clock. The Holy Cross guy runs 
down the coun. he is about s lam the ball into 
the net. thus destroying WPI's hopes of win-
ning. when ALL OF THE SUDDEN· WPI 's 
entire Pep Band stands up, and BLASTS a B· 
flat diminshed ninth chord. "What the--?!" 
yells number 27. just as BZZZZ! The buzzer 
rings. Peals of laughter from the stands. Our 
president Keith stands up with his trumpet, 
beaming. Our school is victorious again, thanks 
to the Pep Band. 
Yeah, sure, every now and then, we whip out 
our funny liule yellow books. and our tubas, 
and crank "Beer Barrel Polka." And maybe 
every now and then. the low brass improvises 
thei~ pan. hmmm. There is no question about 
it though: the WPI Pep Band kicks 
assymptotical bifurcation. The unusual mix-
ture of students is reason for this. That is to say: 
grad students. off-campus people, freshmen, 
non DAKA 's, rundoms, and other!> who 
wouldn' t normally get the chance to meet. 
Anyway. the next sentence is a total cliche. so 
don't get 100 gro~sed out: If you play an 
mstrument or can fake it or especially if you 
have ~orne good ~landers we can U!>C on the 
visiung team\, (bwah hah hah and if you need 
some qu1ck gym credit) come to Alden Hall, 
the huge pracllte room at 4:30 (pm. duh) on 
Thursday. 
Philosopher's Circle 
Hello and welcome 10 our very first club 
comer for the year. For those of you wondering 
who we are and what we do: the Philosopher·~ 
Circle is a group of srudenLs (undergrad and 
grod). faculty. and or her membe~ of the com-
muni! y who gettoget her once a week 10 d1scuss 
ab5tracl topics of gcnerol interest. We are a 
very informally structured organizauon (there 
are no dues) ded1cated 10 rbe spread of ideas, 
opinion\, and continuing discussion (or dialec· 
tic). 
This last Wednesday we held our first 
meeting of the year at our usual meeting site, 
in the Lower Wedge at noon. The dialectic 
began as o discussion of a book being read by 
one of our members concerning the nature of 
scientific theory, and what science really 
meant; its relationship to society. and so on. 
As often happens, the discussion quickly 
shifted gea~ into an examination of morality 
and the significance of actions vs. the codes 
they are judged by. All present fell the discus· 
sion was fruufu l, but again. as usually hap-
pen~. we came away with more confusion 
than we went in with. 
If you enjoy this sort of thing, you're 
welcome to auend any of our meetings. held 
Wednesdays. 12 noon. in the Lower Wedge. 
Bring a topic of your own, or join in whatever 
discussion we may come up with. Readings 
of general interest will be made available this 
year upon request - s imply e-ma1l 
mikecap@wpi or paladin@wpi with your 
login name, and you will be added 10 our 
mailing list. 
Science Fiction Society 
{Continuing last week's description of a 
typical SFS meeting, which was so rudely 
interrupted ... ) 
6. Josh will become vi triolic about some-
thing, providing a few moments of entenain-
menl. 
7. Bill will pt'Ove that the Roman Empire fell 
because the citizens didn' t pay their dues. 
8. 7 1(2 minutes will be spent trying to figure 
our if anything else should be mentioned . 
9. We may actually get around Lo mention· 
ing that the SFS is involved in everything from 
roleplaying to scavenger hunts to movie nights 
to science fiction hterarure 10 fnord to live 
roleplaying games 10 the downfall of western 
civilization. 
10. Josh will say something about how 
amazingly funky the SFS library is. and he 
will be nghr. 
II . I Will remember approximately sixteen 
things rharl 'm roo tired to include right now. 
12. Btll w1ll declare that the e1ghrh deadly 
in originally was nor paying your dues. but it 
was later omi11ed because it didn' t fit on the 
promotional r-sh1rt . 
13. The meeting will end. 
Acrually.thi~ i~n ·r a realistic portrayal. In 
an actual mccung. the pres1den1 wouldn' t 
llhow up (tradi tional). Derek would start 
laughmg hy~terically at some joke and be 
incapacitated for rhc entire meeting. and B1ll 
would he far lc~" \Ubtlc about dues payment~. 
Come to our organ11cd cl13o~ '>~Mon th" 
Wedne,day (0110 21 H. 7pm>! Find out wh.ll 
the deal" "-llh Ktng R1charli'' Fa1re1 Tell u' 
what'' ml\\lng from the SFS library! Fmd 
our what fnordFc\1 "· and "-h)' 11'11 be an 
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So. anyone for soccer? .... Ofcour.e Roc will be 
playing. but I hope for his sake he remembers his 
equi1>1ncm thiJ. time! 
Let·., Mart off the column by wlkmg about 
evcntl. which until this point haven't happened 
yct .. Our Ba11lcs and James pany kiCked a'>S: New 
Jersey wa' 1nvaded by Ski and hi' ~-.e: Geny 
enrolled mto hil> classes (sorry, I'm wU .. ing about 
an event that w1ll NEVER happen!) 
But scnously. on with the article. Rush is Just 
around thecomer.M> it's time to get geared up for: 
Inviting! Don and his comminee have been very 
successful so far, especially when rewarded with 
pi7.za ... Good job, Private Cournoyer! Expect a 
promotion real soon! 
PO"!Sibly the highlight of the week: house meet-
ing. Luke wrapped up yet another bonehead when 
he hand-delivered Sgt. Yori<'s out-going mail 
(unfon:unately, he delivered it to Nate him.<;elf.) 
Also, Milhouse earned himself a fifty dollar fane 
when he maliciously threw down his much de-
<ierved award. Yes, Mike, we know how you tri-
sexuals get easiJy offended. but do try to control 
youremotioos! Except for a few minor things. the 
house renovations seem to be coming to an end. 
Remember, we gotta Lake care of this stuff for 
awhile.sowecan get more in the future. Similarly, 
try no1 to diny up the rugs around here. because 
Luke's dad isn't made of money ... 
LastJy. Kedzmu.•a becommended forhisgood 
timing. It seems that Rich's mom came looking 
for him. and Dog. hearing this called out: ''Hey, 
Heiderbitch!" That's all for now. Please. pleru.c. 
please. "GO TO ClASS LUKE!" 
Well, bliCk agrun and we're off ton booming 
stnn (oddly enough it's just one person). Con-
grmulauon to Jen Fossey for her engngement to 
Shane Hooker of TKE ... HELLO ! ENGAGE-
MENT .... But I knew this time. 
Congratula1ioos to all the Alpha Gams for 
betng named a 5 Star Chapter. bemg chosen a.'> 
ouLc;tnnding chapter advisor at Convention this 
summer Al-.o. we were awarded 1\1 ploce m 
scholar.h1pforwomenat WPI A. B.C. and Dterm 
ar, well as for the WPI lntemat1onaJ Scholnr-.htp 
Commiucc·~ award fora 3.0orgrcaterGPA A, C. 
and D term~. Great job everyone! 
Thanks to Jen Healy, Angela, Andre. for all 
thcirwori<on the Alumni BBQ. Christtnc Rauh for 
all her work on the BBQ. the flowers and card!>. 
Lexie and Ange for our new and amproved. "Oh 
myGod,it'sbeautiful"chapcerroom.andAnnabclla 
for all the help-.hegavc toChnstlnc! Thank:aoJen 
Fossey for fi ll ing in for Kari while she is away. 
Hello goe.-. out to llalcy Tmvis a.~ she's tntn'>-
ferred 10 RISD. Good luck and we'll miss you. 
In ciO\ing.l would JU\t like to point out the fact 
of who rema1ncd around the tnble. By the way. 
Toni. how wa<> 'upper Thur;day night? 
ATQ 
Welcome back upperclassmen and welcome to 
the freshman. First things fin.l. congr.uulationr. 
goes out to Troy who pinned his girlfriend Sue 
Anne. good luck! 
Well. we're back from summer and some 
things haven't changed. Tapley didn't wait long 
to lake his first digger. Did you ever get that key 
out you broke off with your head Gumby and 
Teno still have tow of the biggest guts I have ever 
seen since Chuocky l~t the pounds. Good job PV. 
Ethan stJII manages 10 get out of very work pany. 
Good job sloth. Some things have changed. Has 
anyone seen Kervin 'sstyhng, new dew. Speakmg 
of hair, any guesses on the last time Dawson or 
Boucher have had a haircut. What happened, did 
you barber die? We've got a new addition to the 
house. You think we would have learned after 
Gumby, you feed something once and it never 
leaves. 
But seriously. George has had a big impact and 
wa.'> honored by having our first pany named after 
him. It went rather well I thought. Tenoand Ethan 
became better lriend'>. M1tch showed U.'> his bec;t 
impression of the ltnJian StnJiion. Just 
when you thought his head couldn't get any 
bigger. lncidentnJiy. I will be charging $50/hour 
to any more AGD'l> who need counseling and stay 
away from the testubes. Better yet, just c;tay away 
from PK and you' II be fine. Thanks g~ out to all 
you girls who showed up la."t Tuesday,all8ofyou. 
ln the memory of Jeff Cohen who is in England,! 
will keep Jeopardy alive. 
Ftnal Jeopardy An ... wer: '1luscarrotheadstarred 
in the la.st pmg-pong shootout,to bad he doesn't 
know when 10\ing Ill better than winning." 
6<1>E 
Welcome bad.., everyone ... and welcome to all 
new students. Good lucJ. to everyone (I know I'll 
need it, if you don't)! 
I hope everyone had a good summer. At least 
I made it bacl ruive and not injured (knocJ. on 
Student Government 
Association 
Elections 
Senator Positions 
Available 
InfoNite at Gon1pies 
Sept. 13 at 8:00pm 
and 
Sept. 16 at 4:30pm 
Elections are the week of 
Oct. 4th 
Please attend one InfoNite 
to pick up an election petition 
wood). Gaill, how was France? I'm so jealous, I 
wish I could have gone back! Any guesses yet on 
how many frequent traveler's miles Donna accu-
mulated this summer? Or how much time Mana 
spet with Jim? 
Happy belated birthdayo, to all thoM: Caocen. 
and Leo\ that we mis.'iCd this o;ummer. Thanx for 
me tiGGer '>hln. big sis' ... I love 11! Any bithday;, 
thl\ month? Keep me J)O'ted. I JU'>t have to stick 
in a "hi" to jab ... 
Anyone tape ChriSlian Slater on the MTV 
VMAs l:ll>t light? I'm looJ..mg for one ... Well, thb 
.., my fir..t W11Cie of the year. so I'm ofT to a good 
MM. 'They !>hould l>Cem more mtereMing as I get 
the hang of this. Any suggestions arc welcome ... 
TTFN! 
AXA 
What's up? I finally got around to writing our 
first Greek Comer artiCle for the 93-94 school 
year. If any of you don 'tlike it. tough luck. I hope 
that everybody had a great Labor Day weekend 
because I didn't. I had to drive all weekend and by 
the way. for those of you who went on that 
fabulous water skiing trip, I finally got my break 
lights fixed.when you thought his head couldn't 
get uny bigger. lncidentally,l will becharging$50 
dollars/hour to any more AGO's who need coun-
seling and stay away from the testube.'>. Better yet, 
ju~t stay away from PK and you 'II be fine. Thanks 
goes out to all you g1rls who l>howed up l:ll>t 
Tuesday. all of 8 of you. In the memory of Jeff 
Cohen who is in England. I w1ll keep Jeopardy 
al1ve. 
Hey! We have a house. For tho:.e of you who 
have not been there yet, 11 I\ at 16 Elbndge Street 
Hopefully. we can find a pem!<tnent houl>C by next 
year. Jullt one year too late lor all the Seniors as 
Anderson pointed out. 
Congr.uulations go to Chad Schooh for be-
coming an AM and also for becoming a Battalion 
Commander (very imprc'>f..ive). Next time we 
have an AM ceremony we ~hould make ~ure that 
the candidate I'> not at the mov1co,. 
Thanks to Pcrieru. NASA -.cn:wed up the Mar.. 
nu'>llion and the Titnn rocJ.ct. Great Job. Mtke! If 
any or you are intCJe.ted. he will be glvmg hi!> 
MQP prc~ntntion on Septemher 15. 
Our first annual retreat i'> till'> Saturday. h 
'>hould be a lot of fun . lo,thcrc a location for it yet? 
and Does anybody know when it '>larls'! When the 
answers to these queM ions arc found could some-
body tell the rest of us'? That's it for now. See you 
all later tonight at tllC Ed o;cssion. 
<I>U 
Hey Phi Sig Sigs! 
I knew you guys wouldn't let me down 
when I asked you to tear up th1s cnmpu~! Thanks 
go out to ATO and Sig Ep for throwing great 
p311ies a couple of weeks ago. I'm sure m~1 of 
you found out (as I did) that a good beer shower 
really doe.'l condition your hair! Happy belated 
birthday to Heidi Huggeu (you celebrated this one 
in style-good thing it only come.c; once a year!), 
Amanda Huang, and Kim Schofield. Also,oongrats 
to Sue Tarallo for being named WPI's NCAA 
Woman of the year! Thanks go out to Dope for 
mopping up last wedc when the pretty house was 
submerged m 60 gallons of sewage (ever look into 
a career in Custodial Ans?). Also. our prayers go 
out to D'smom- we all hope she gets well soon. 
In the personals this week: 
-Diana: Old lrooside finaJiy got seasick. eh? 
-Theresa: You can't let your residents see you 
like that! 
-Dwalin: Thanks for showing us that practi-
cally whole pears can be spewed out of your nose! 
-Dope: Tell Andrea I said hi. You don't even 
look Armenian! 
-Sarah M: Pomice? I hear tha1 mashed chick 
peas ~ very therapeutic! 
-Moose: Thanks for the empties. my forehead 
hurts! 
Ftnally. SJ)C(;ial hellos to Guinea. Waz., Gayle. 
Pork Fried., Guam, Jocelyn, and Jen Charland. 
LITP 
Friends. Brochers, and social misfits_, Welcome 
baclc to Hell. During your break, the summer crew 
at the Pi was very busy. The aftemoon rumble of 
nlO(orcycles. the blaring base from Madler's room. 
and the distant love mes of Margaret were all 
familiar sounds. We were also blessed with 
frequent visits from WPI police several times a 
day. We're all very proud of our men and women 
in unifonn, and we like 10 initiate the Hug-A-Cop 
program. Next time you see a cop, don't be afraid 
to hug him and tell him you love him. 
We must thank Bil.ly Bigelow for n very nice 
clambake. We all had a really good time. It was 
funfilled evening of c;corpion bowling and liule 
g1rl\. Only slightly illegnJ, but fun none the 1~. 
Bmdy's4thofJuJy pany wa.\ Big Fun. Jocyand 
8eaJ had a very satisfymg time. You might want 
10 cheek the pH ba13nce of the pool. though. 
On a sadder note, we say goodbye to a good 
fnend we made this summer. Buuafouco the Cat 
wandered into our care and enjoyed the ftner 
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things in life for several weeks. Unfonunately she 
uc;ed up all nine of her lives. but she will hve on in 
the hearts of many. and probably on the dinner 
plate<; of many. 
Our new cook has been working magic in the 
kitchen. With a balanced diet of Lamb Fric.~ you 
l>hould all be o;ecing a much healthier Brother-
hood. I hear he makes a mean di<>h of raw gerbil' 
Would you hke -.orne saJt with that Fred? 
Now that the Pi house is back tn sese; ion. love i' 
OI'ICCagam in thea1r ... .and in the lounge,andonth~: 
roof. The lad1C\ have welcomed Wiebe and llnJ 
back to the house as they introduced two new 
character.. to the Sig Pi Sitcom. Let's give a warm 
welcome to Wiebe's "Monkey Girl" and Hal'' 
"Nympho Love Sluve''. Squirrel is on the prowl as 
the annual mating season has begun. And lastly. 
the date ha.s not been yet. but you are all invited to 
the pinning ceremony for Nate and Michelle. 
Jimmy would be happy for the both of you. 
Congrats to you and to all the guys with ~ 
jobs: Brady.Colin.Toohey,andMcGowan ... oops. 
sony! 
NOTE: Mather will now be referred to as either 
"Hershel" or "The Hersh Brother''. And lets not 
forget, RUSH. RUSH. RUSH. 
later. The Pi Guys 
TKE 
Another week has gone by and the Super 
Nintendo is Mill in my room. I'm still searching 
foraltemativeplacestodowork since nonecanget 
done with I 0 people playmg Street Fighter. Matt, 
bnng it home! 
Fire Man.hall Nugget gave h1s first lesson on 
<;toppmg lac;t week. bringing an end to his nearly 
year-long Mring of bad jokes in the Dcadoolt 
tradiuon. Ne)(t wee!. we'll be wori<ing on drop 
ping and rolling. 
G-spot's 11hin can kill Noonan's any day of the 
week. And you hat is lame. too. 
Reminder: Bring your keys when you drive 45 
mmute... to get home. or else your ne1ghoors may 
try to '>hOOt you a.o; you break in. Self-taunting i~ 
cas y. Z.ppo taunung is hell. Oh yeah. after 3 year\, 
Zippo'c; bacJ. on the mnri<cl. look out ladies! 
I want to thank Ellen Servetnick, our new Greek 
Adw.or. for mviting us to her welcommg recep-
tion last ThuNLly afternoon, It'-; alway' a good 
1dca to get the different houses together and meet 
each other. 
Over what ha.'> been called One Crazy Summer, 
it's been confirmed that the following guys pinnt:d 
their girtfnends: Chuck McTague. Jeff McNeal, 
Todd Goyette. Getting married arc alumnus 
Ricky Maguire and young whippersnapper Shane 
Hooker. The Status or a few other people. s rings/ 
pins is still up in the air. so we ' II wait for next week. 
TKE is improvmg our image this year, everyone 
seems to be either pinnmg their girlfriends. getting 
married. or buying cool cars. 
Angelo, congraLS on your graduation, you civil. 
E>X 
Welcome back brothersandanyoneelse who is 
bored enough to read this article. 
'The first week has gone smoothly if you can 
live without cable and sol.id food. and if you can 
stomach SchmKJt's Light. A new class is here in 
the house and you wouldn't know that Steve 
Vassallo and Dinga have graduated. Our first 
pany is coming up oo September I Oth and for the 
first time in four years Skippy won't be there to 
pukeonanybody. Rushsa.artsSeptember20thand 
for the first time in six years. Smitty won't be here 
to recruit wori<ers. 
Tilere is also a new wave of brothers who have 
been released from the clutches of their girl-
friends. Both Breda and Breen, two lifers, have 
been paroled after6 years of hard labor. Look out 
wortd, the swingers have arrived It also seems 
that Point Breeze is the place to be this term. Can 
any of you guys say "jailbait"? I knew thai you 
could. 
I hope that everyone's summer was good. 
Whether you were in the bucket business. the 
burger business (I flipped 24,000 burgers by the 
way), or if you just surfed with a bandanna, it 
couldn't be nearly as bad as PQP. Well, there's 
nothlng left to say except thai it's only the second 
weelc of school and I already miss Oompa. 
Z'l' 
Allllll Abooooard!!! Attention everyone: L.arge 
bearded couch slugs have been sighlcd lurking in 
the 5hadows. Yum Yum! Paste! Yum! Don't 
TOUCH the bar!!! Did somebody say "bread?" 
Bid high or I' ll beat you with this piece of wood. 
Yeah Lucas. your beef stew might have been God-
like. .. How come everytime I see Ben he looks like 
he just took a showel1 Don't forget to stop by 
Nick's room to see his crazy 3D picture and his 
collection of vomu.llle only house I know where 
there's been no1l>e complaints about belt-sanders 
at 3 am . .. and fanally, it doesn'tlook good for the 
S.S. O.Salvto. It has been put mto dry dock 
indefinitely. But if anybody has an e'tra alternator 
11 would be ~atly apprec1ated. Oh. and Sp.nt's 
moving into hi!> new room on Tuesday. walls or no 
walls. later ... -Chops. 
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ENTERTAINMENT 
TOP TEN MOST CLUELESS 
PEOPLE ON EARTH 
10. Rainforest chainsaw operator. 
9. Millionaires in prison. 
8. Drivers with tum signal 
perpetually on. 
7. Las Vegas lounge acts. 
6. Unregistered voters. 
5. Frozen dinner enthusiasts. 
4. Javelin catcher. 
3. Someone in express 
checkout line with 
eleven iterlls. 
2. Chain-smoking 
gas station attendant. 
I. Drug users. 
PARTNERSHIP FOR A DRUG-FREE AMERICA 
C H A 0 S by Bnan Shuster 
The water-balloon toss at the 'Father-Maggot Picnic' 
Wednesday September 8, 1993 
'Well sure he wobbles around a lot, but my money 
says that that boy just won1 fall down!' 
CHAOS byBrian Sh 
Wednesday September 8, 1993 NEWSPEAK Page 15 
CLASSIFIEDS 
''I'M II UGE!'' - Foundc" 107 
Hey you Klingon Bll'>ltlrd 
hchy t1nd 1he Leper; 
c. c. 
FRATS! SORORITIES! 
STUDENT GROUPS! 
Raise as Much as You 
Wanl in One Wttk! 
$100 ... $600 ... $15001 
Bill Happy Anniversary!? 
Has i1 ret~ lly been a YEAR? 
Beuer you lhtlll us!! 
Market Applications for VISA, 
MASTERCARD. MCI, AMOCO. etc. Call 
for your FREET-SHIRT and to qualify for 
FREE TRIP 10 MTV 
- Wl't. The old Riley 4th. SPRING BREAK '94. 
Call l -800.950-1039, exl. 75. 
FRATS! SORORITIES! 
STUDENT GROUPS! 
Raise as Much as You 
Wanl in One Week! 
$100 ... $600 ... $ 1500! 
Markel Applica1ion for the hot-
Apts - Renl Direct from Owner. Nice 
selection of2-3-4bedrooms. Low gas hea1,gn 
ed~e of WPI campus. Appliances, parking, 
office-repair service nearby. low rent with 
options. 
test credit card ever - NEW 
GM MASTERCARD. Users 
earn BIG DISCOUNTS on GM 
CARS! Qualify for FREET-SHIRT & 
'94 GMC JIMMY. 
Call 1-800-932·0528. exl.65. 
ENTERTAINMENT 
Edie 799-2727. 842-1583 
Dennis, Jason • 
"Doka Does a Br>dy G(}r>d" 
collegiate camouflage 
y G 0 L 0 P Y T Y G 0 L 0 E G 
G 0 L 0 Z T Y G 0 L 0 R T S A 
~ T 0 L 0 E T L 0 S Y H P G S 
Y G 0 L 0 C E 0 0 L G Y G Y T 
G y G Y L H A C P H 0 G G R P 
0 N G G 0 N I Y G 0 L 0 I T E 
L Y G 0 L 0 I 0 A R L L Z 0 N 
0 G Y L L L G Y G 0 L 0 T N 0 
Y Y G 0 L 0 M S I E S I G E L 
R G G L S G 0 S L 0 I B Y Y 0 
B y 0 I P Y Y 0 R 0 L 0 G Y G 
M G L H E H Z 0 H D A R 0 G Y 
E C 0 P P M M I R T 0 C N 0 H 
G Y G 0 L 0 T P Y G E I S L P 
0 G Y Y G 0 L 0 N U M M I 0 P 
Can you find the hidden OLOGY's? 
ASTROLOGY 
ECOLOGY 
EGYPTOLOGY 
EMBRYOLOGY 
ETIOLOGY 
GEOLOGY 
IMMUNOLOGY 
METHOOOLOGY 
MICROBIOLOGY 
ONTOLOGY 
ORO LOGY 
PENOLOGY 
PHILOLOGY 
PHYSIOLOGY 
RADIOLOGY 
SEISf.l)LOGY 
SOCIOLOGY 
TECHNOLOGY 
TOPOLOGY 
TYPOLOGY 
ZOOLOGY 
-E5 
,--------------------------, HeWafluk w.l tUfl classAIIecls free lor all WPI studems. IKUI!y ancs staft Free daSSII.eds ate kmded 10 SOt (6} rrnes Ads 
ol a commetaal naliKe and ads longer lh.ln w "'-moll be paid for althe oft campuliCotnlnerc:ial rale ol $5 00 lot the lli'SI11x 
ltnes and 50 cencs per addrtlonalllne 
ClaSSified ads must be paid lot 1n adonnce 
No lnloriNbon whleh,ln !he opnion olthe .......- ed'IOrS, would ldenlrty .. lndiYldualiO !he c:ommunny will be pnnted In 
a perwonaJ ad n. edllorS •-the ngte to refute any tel dMmeciiO be on bed IU!t or many ads from- group or lndMdual 
on - 141bjecl n. dNcllne lor ads rs noon on the Fnd&y before pubicaiJOn 
,.,dllsslliedadsmustbeon~st.-sol.,.,_,endmustbt~bylhewnft(s~. adltassandphonenumbet 
Name ------------------------- Phone -----------------
Address ----------- Total Enclosed$ _____ _ 
Allow only 30 characters per line 
L--------------------------J 
ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT 
Electric Insiders 
By Andrtw Wans 
Welcome 10 the rifth ins1allment (the sec-
ond for lhe Newspeak) of Elec1ric Insiders, 
where electronic emenainmem of 1oday i~ 
reviewed 10 see whelher il is wonh il or nol 10 
get it for your computer or video game sys1em. 
ll 's A 1crn1 now, so lhal means thai mol.l of you 
have dragged yourselves from summer jobs 10 
goodold (HA! HA!)WPJ. Thereisanewbalch 
of games to be reviewed, so lei's begin 1he year 
with a new look to an older game. 
x ·junk 
• · mediocre 
••n ·fair 
•• - good 
•••n · fine 
•••- very good 
••••n -exceptional 
•••• - excellent 
•••••n -outstanding 
••••• • revolutionary 
Pirat~s Gold! 
Micropose @ 1993 
Requires: 
18M-PC 386 or 486, VGA/SVGA • 20MB 
Hard Drive Space, 4MB RAM, 
Sound Board Reccommended 
US-$10 Retail (Can be found for $50-60) 
•••• 
Avast. me heanies! Welcome to the 
Spanish Main! It is the sixleenlh -sevenleenlh 
centuries tllld 1hc scourges oflhe sea have come 
allast. No one i~ safe now, and least of all, the 
spanish 1reasures 1ha1 sail their way into the 
pons. Friend. you can hoisl your nations colors 
wi1h pride. or renege tllld join the enemy in 
order 10 advance your posilion. Caplure the 
legendary vessels of the seas, the Friga1e. and 
1he Galleon. Intercept the Silver Train or the 
Treasure Fleel a1 Spanish pons! Capture ves-
sels. gain rank, and even win 1he hean of the 
governor's lovely daughter. You will eventu-
ally find out about your family. and perhaps, 
even greater treasure than can ever be dreamed 
of. But don't count yer booty, till you divide 
yer plunder. Stand fast mate! A pirale barque 
is clo ing behind us! 
Get ready to fight! 
This is an excellent rendition of the 
old Pirales! game from several years back. The 
sound effects and graphics are superb. It can 
get somewhat repetitive and the game is nol 
necessarilynew,sotheonlysuprisesthatpeople 
who have played Pirates! before is the crisp 
new graphics and smoother mouse and click 
system. The game was good before and with 
these new improvements has earned high marks 
of excellence. 
Thai's all for this week. 
•Hey Marge, take a look at what just happened to the 
Havachecks next-door. Ha! Guess we won•t have to 
worry 'bout that loud music no more: · 
, 
.. 
-· 
4 
·. 
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Wednesday, September 8, 1993 
• First day of classes for semester courses 
and graduate courses. 
!2:00pm - Perreault Hall. Fuller Labs -
Mandatory meeting for all students 
completing their degree requirements 
from Oct93 -July 94 who did not attend 
the 7:00 meeting on Tuesday. CDC 
recruiting orientation. 
6:30pm - Student Pugwash Info Meeting. 
Social Science Meeting Room. Atwater 
Kent 126. 
All day in wedge - skates and sneakers for 
sale 
Thursday, September 9, 1993 
7:30 pm - Alpha Phi Omega Co-ed Na-
tional Service Fraternity Info meeting. 
Lower Wedge. 
All day in Wedge -craft sale 
Sept 9 - 12 Foothills Theatre presents 
Nunsen'e Thurlt, Fri 8pm . Sat. 5 and 9 
pm. Sun 2 and 7 pm. Student Rush 
Tickets available 15 minutes before 
show for $7. 
•'riday, September 10, 1993 
ENTERTAINMENT 
I lam to 6pm - UMASS Medical Center -
3rd International Festival Features eth-
nic food , arts, crafts, music, and dance. 
For info. call Shirley Coe at 856-5033. 
6 to IOpm - College Fest at Worcester Art 
Museum - Entertainment, food, give-
aways. $3 wi th button. $5 at door. 55 
Salisbury St. Worcester. 
Saturday, September 11 , 1993 
7:00 to II :OOpm - College Festot National 
Guard Armory on Sali~bury St. Live 
Bands. free food. drink. giveaways. $3 
with button. $5 at door. 
lOam to 3:00pm - Tufts Veterinary School 
Open House - Call 839-5395. See 
horses gallop on treadmill<;, ..ee igua-
nas and other exotic animals. 
Sunday, September 12, 1993 
6:30pmand9:30pm - Film:"Falling 0own" 
Perreault Hall. Fuller Labs. $2. 
Monday, September, 13, 1993 
7:00pm - Worcester State College: Live 
comedy/game show - Student Center -
Free. 
collegiate crossword 
~Edward Julius Collegiat e CW8830 
ACROSS 45 Sc 1-fl thriller 13 Part of ~ 
46 P 1 ays a guitar horse 
1 Shave off 49 Soft drinks 18 Golf clubs 
5 Hiss Sara 50 Onass1s, for short 19 Sevareld, et al. 
10 Pretense 53 Movie musical 24 Tres -
14---- Steven (4 wds . ) 25 Brother of 4-0own 
15 Desert spot 56 - of Ellen 26 Hiss Reddy 
16 WIfe of Zeus 57 Bungll ng 27 Mrs. Kramden 
17 Movie musical 58 Treaty group 28 Hurl ed 
(4 wds.) 59 Intellectual 29 Formed by the lips 
20 Pecu lie r powers and the nose 
21 To laugh: rr. 60 Omar's output 30 Actr ess Vera-----
22 - play 61 Vigor 31 Ovules 
23 Well - known magazine 33 Leg parts 
25 Type of s1lk DOWN 36 Bikini 
26 Fraternity 37 Bitt er drug 
Initiation 1 Hazatlan ~ney 39 "Remember the ----· 
28 Me tal res t rainers 2 Enthusiastic 40 Optlce l device 
32 Fa iries 3 Romantic meeting 42 Has fe ith In 
33 Kills 4 FalllOus SiaMese 43 Ki r k Oouglu 
34 Beer twin feetures 
35 Ber t Lahr role 5 Chan91ng the 45 Take Into one 's 
36 Eschews sound qua 1f ty family 
37 Competent 6 HIrsute 46 Worry 
38 French coin 7 Anglo-Saxon slave 47 Siamese 
39 - end a 8 Surnamed: Fr. 48 Repose 
prayer 9 Receptacles for 49 Gulf of ----
40 Bent s1110kers 51 Hiss H1yworth 
41 Young bird 10 Owlndle 52 Religious Image 
43 Sings like Crosby 11 Pile 54 Compass point 
44 Pro footba ll team 12 Seed covering 55 French number 
ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT 
The Society Of Pershing 
Rifles 
Well, we had our first meeting la~t Wednes-
day and quite a few members showed up ... but 
not all of you! Those of you who were not there 
know who you are. so you better show up thi!. 
week. There were a lot of perspective members 
there as well. so we will have a decent sized 
pledge clas.s this semester. 
Neophytes! Finish up on that pledge 
project. it should be done NOW! Also, this last 
Sunday we we recolor guard at the Miss Athena 
pageant. I hope we did a good job. but we 
needed a lot more people rhan we had when I 
wrote this (I hope that made sense). 
Additionally, this semester we are 
really going to stan cracking down on mem-
bers who skip meetings. Everyone must show 
up. it benefits you. and otherwise we would 
miss your glowing presence. Also, we want 
those dues paid in full for the yenr ... those of 
you who pay up now will only have to pay $35 
for the year instead of $40. For those of you 
who are mathematically declined, that is a 
savmgs of AVE dollars! ! Now is that a deal or 
what?? So bring your checkbooks to the next 
meeting. 
We have a great year planned for all of 
you ... paintball and Operation Danng Plunge 
this month. 9mm qualification in November. 
and much much more (including our ALL 
IMPORTANT fund rai<;ers). Remember. the 
meetings will be Wednesday after MSJ's and 
It's lab until October. then they will be on 
Thursday after the MSIII lab. 
Society of Women Engineers 
Hello all. h was great to sec such a large 
turnout at ourmecung last Wednesday. And it 
wa~ great ro see the guys there. We hope to sec 
all of you and more at our next meeting on the 
sixth of October. same time (7:00), 'arne place 
(SLO II ). For aJI of you who were there. you 
will get reminde~ in your boxes before the 
meeting. Those that could not attend and 
would like more information about SWE, you 
can either call Susan Bullock, our Pres1dent. at 
791-081 I . or sent e-mail to SWE@wp1, or 
attend our next meeting. People with applica-
tions should send them along with a check for 
S 15 to Jeanne Sawtelle Box 2924. or to any 
other officer. 
Don't forget about Career Day on Septem-
ber 23, and also about the Girl Scout Badge 
Day on September 25. Susan will contact you 
if you signed up to help with that. 
Ok. now for the winners of our rarne: 
2 Hewlett Packard Calculators - Anthony 
Gullon and George Hanlon 
$10 Boomer's Gift Certificate - Terri-ann 
Kelly 
$10 Thco's Gift Certificate - Alben Glenn 
Friendly's Gift Certificate - Sandy Charette 
2 Stone and Webster waistpacks - Jim 
Demitry and Theo Panton 
Wayne State University Mug - Ron Maeon 
T -Shin - Cori Laooya 
Berz can cooler - Rollin Crittendon 
Rockwell Frisbee - Brian Kuzara 
Wednesday September 8, 1993 
Well. that's it for the this week. Look for 
your newsletter within the next week. Hope to 
sec everyone at the next meeting. Bring your 
friends! ! Those of you who signed up to help 
w1th the Girl Scouts .... see you then! 
Student Alumni Society 
Welcome back to WPI! I hope everyone had 
a great summer. Pat has arrived safely from 
New MexicoviaOhioand our delegation to the 
National Student Alumni Association Confer-
ence at Ohio State came back with lots of 
wonderful ideas for the upcoming year. Don't 
forget Homecoming is right around the comer 
in October, and there's work to be done! We' ve 
got exciting ideas for reviving old WPitradi-
tions and a few surprises in store! 
For those of you nor familiar with SAS, 
we 're a student organization comprised of un-
dergraduates from all classes who share an 
interest in WPJ and continu.ing it's traditions. 
SAS meets on a fairly regular basis to discu~s 
current projects and generate new ideas. We 
work on Community Service projects in 
Worcester County Alumni and sponsor events 
like Traditions Day. Survival Kits. and several 
events at Homecoming. 
Which brings me to the point: there io; a 
General Membership Meeting on Tlrursday, 
September9. at 7:00pm in Morgan C. We hope 
to see aJI returning members there and would 
like to invite those who are sincerely interested 
in the Student Alumni Society to attend. Come 
JOin one of the best groups on campus! 
Wedgerats of WPI 
Hello once again. I hope everyone is settled 
in ond sailing through their classes by now. 
There's probably a number of people hung 
over right now. after that weekend. Into the 
third week already, time really nies with these 
<;even week terms. Especially if you need more 
time. Forthose who haven't seen them, there'!> 
a great poster can in the middle of the Greendale 
Mnll. (Contrary to what some may say. it IS 
within walkmg distance. Hell. White City is 
within walking distance .. loo what if it takes an 
hour? It 's good exercise .. ) They have the 
computer generated, 3-D effect posters. If you 
can get yourself to see the image, it 's incred-
ible! A couple of young guys from Texas (I 
hope I'm recaJiing this right ... ) came up with it. 
One artist and a hacker, and now they' reset for 
life. Great stuff. Oh. I noticed that Newspeak 
leO one of the best eateries on Highland Street 
off of their introductory map; Tech Pizza. 
Tech is a nice place, good food and decent 
prices. And Paul, the owner. is a fantastic guy. 
He's good at remembering regulars, last year 
we could make delivery orders without leaving 
ourruune or address~ he remembered our voices 
and all the info. Also. Tech was voted best 
Pizza in last years Newspeak poll. Try it if you 
haven't already. The freshman class seems to 
be fairly active, there has been good tum out at 
club meetings and I see them running around 
a lithe time. That 's cool. college is much more 
than just classes. You've got to get out and 
have some fun when you can. The work gets 
harder as you go on, so enjoy the time you have. 
Well, I've rambled enough... Hail Eris! -
MegaZone 
